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Trustees offer CEO new contract, address changes
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Changes aren't always popular, but the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees backs the one who is
leading the fiscal and cultural
turn around at the communityowned hospital. The board
unanimously approved a new
two-year contract for CEO Jon
O'Shaughnessy after an executive session at its meeting
Wednesday afternoon.
O'Shaughnessy began at the
hospital in February 2004 under

a two-year
contract.
The newly
approved
contract will
take
him
through
February
2007.
"We want
to show our O'Shaughnessy
commitment
to him." board chairwoman
Sharon Furches said after the
meeting. "We are proud of the
improvements he's made. We

want to show him our support
and show the community we
support him."
O'Shaughnessy will receive a
compensation adjustment based
on the same guidelines established as hospital policy for
other employees. That amount
has yet to be determined.
Furches said.
"I am pleased the board is
comfortable with my leadership
and expertise," he said in an
interview after the meeting,
"and I look forward to working
here for many years."

Particularly in the last year,
the hospital has been the source
of plenty of conversations in the
community. Some nurses, doctors and staff members, as well
as community members, have
questioned changes that often
came from the administration
and board, which have said they
aim to be more fiscally responsible while improving the quality
of health care.
"We thought it was very
important to show we believe he
is a strong leader for the hospital," Furches said. "He's devel-

New Concord
woman's
trial could
end today

3

firm, the administration realized
that of 523 people receiving
retirement from the hospital.
only 255 were accurately stated
in an analysis of dollars
received. The total 523 participants listed includes 225 people
who rolled over to the hospital's
direct contribution plan when
the direct benefit plan was
frozen in 2002.
For years, the hospital's
retirement plan has been overpaying 209 participants. includ-

IN See Page 2A

Cold medicine
buy leads to
meth arrests

Agent testifies in murder-for-hire scheme

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Undercover ATF agent Kurt
Thielhorn told a Calloway
County judge and jury Wednesday that
he
was
convinced
that he had
been hired
by a New
Concord,
Ky. ,
wonton,..An
April 2004
to kill two
Wyatt
members
of the Tri-County Drug Task
Force.
Thielhorn, who posed as an
undercover agent during the
investigation involving an
alleged conspiracy by 65-yearold Annie Wyatt to murder
Murray Police patrolman
Donald Bowman and Calloway
County Sheriff's Deputy Chris
Vaden, told the court that there
was no doubt in his mind that
he had been hired to be a cop
killer.
"I believed that she was very
serious." Tielhonn said during

oped a new level of ethics and
accountability. He's taken us
through changes that weren't
popular but were absolutely necessary to the operations of the
hospital."
The board approved a couple
of other measures during its
meeting Wednesday in efforts to
correct errors administrators
have recently uncovered.
O'Shaughnessy
provided
information about the hospital's
defined retirement benefit plan.
In working with Louisvillebased Stites and Harbison law

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the second time in less
than a week, people were arrested on methamphetamine-related
charges after they purchased
large quantities of cold medicine
from a local pharmacy.
Murray Police Department
received a call about a suspicious purchase of pseudoephedrine at CVS pharmacy
at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday. Officer
Tim Fortner discovered Jerry
Rogers, 55. of Paris, Tenn., had
bought pseudoephedrine at RiteAid pharmacy then crossed 12th
Street to attempt to purchase the

same medicine. which is found
in Sudafed and often used to
make methamphetam i ne. at
CVS. according to MPD a
release.
Fortner obtained a search
warrant for Rogers' vehicle and
found pseudoephedrine and
other components often used to
manufacture meth. Drug paraphernalia also was discovered.
Rogers was traveling in a vehicle with its owner. Bonnie
Knott. and a juvenile.
Rogers was arrested and
charged with conspiracy to man-

•See Page 3A
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Attorney for Annie Wyatt Emil Samson asks questions of a witness after turning off a
stereo system that had just played portions of a tape he was using for his cross efamination as Judge Dennis Foust listens to the testimony.
deliberations before Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust."When she
got out of the car, she was smiling."
Wyatt, who stood trial
Wednesday only on two
charges of solicitation to commit the murder of a police officer, and her daughter, Debra
Wyatt, 36, also of New
Concord, were arrested by
Murray Police last year follow-

ing a undercover investigation
that lasted several weeks.
according to a release from
Murray police last May.
Annie Wyatt, who entered
an innocent plea in May. had
also been charged with obtaining a controlled substance by
fraud (three counts), seconddegree trafficking in a controlled substance and falsely
reporting an incident. Debra

CCHS Basketball Court

Wyatt was charged with twocounts of obtaining a controlled
substance by fraud and a persistent felony offender violation. She has yet to stand trial.
Murray Police were assisted
in the investigation by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, Murray State

II See Page 2A
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Winters meets with Murray State faculty
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
If budget decisions were solely up to Sen.
Ken Winters, he'd probably put almost
every,penny in education to prove his point
that learning is the foAndation of every other
success.
But instead he's one of 138 legislators
who will try to pass a budget — a task which
last year's General Assembly failed to do.
Senators and representatives reconvene
Tuesday for the 26 days remaining in this
year's short legislative session, but two of
those days- are reserved to consider any
vetoes Gov. Ernie Fletcher might have.
Passing a budget is the priority, though
many legislators hope to deal with reforming the state's outdated tax system, plus
about 200 bills have been filed.
"We have 24 days to do what we need to
do. And I'm telling you, I don't know if they
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo
can make me leave if we don't pass a budg- State Sen. Ken Winters, standing, speaks to Murray State University faculty
et." Winters, R-Murray, told about 30 members on Wednesday aftertlioon in the Freed Curd Auditorium. He took
Murray State University faculty members in
questions about the upcoming legislative sossion and education in general.
a forum Wednesday afternoon. "We need to
do what the legislature was supposed to do more than last year's forecast when they especially corporation taxes and state taxes
last year. And we need to look at tax spent the longer session debating spending
reform."
plans along party lines. Tax collections,
Lawmakers will have about $622 million
III See Page 2A
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Shown are the queen candidates for Tuesday's basketball homecoming festivities at Calloway County
High School. They are, front from left, Kalyn Fox,
Hillary Lowe. Halee Wyatt. and back, Ashley
Edwards, Whitney Hendon, and Jessica Greer.
Tuesday's ceremony will be held between games of
a junior varsity/varsity boys doubleheader between
CCHS and Fulton County at Jeffrey Gymnasium
around 7 p.m.
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Murder charges brought in train crash
GLENDALE, Calif.(AP) —
The suicidal man who authorities say caused the chain-reaction train derailment that killed
11 people has been charged with
multiple counts of murder and
could face the death penalty, the
district anorney said today.
Juan Manuel Alvarez, 25, left
his spoil utility vehicle on a railroad track Wednesday after
changing his mind about committing suicide, authorities said.
He was held without bail at a
hospital's jail ward after apparently slitting his own wrists and
stabbing himself in the chest..
In addition to the 11 dead, a
woman remained missing and
nearly 200 people were injured.
Los Angeles County District
Attorney Steve Cooley said
prosecutors filed charges late
Wednesday for 10 counts of
murder with -special circumstances" of committing murder
through a train derailment.
Cooley stressed however that
the case were still being evaulated. Under state law, special circumstances allegations could
make a defendant eligible for the
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From Front
for coal production, surpassed expectations.
"Our revenue stream has increased. The
economy has turned around and created dollars." said Winters, who is the Senate's education committee chair. "I would love to put
every one of those in education. But we
won't."
They won't, Winters says, because of the
Medicaid shortfall and a portion of a tobacco buyout that will likely come from state
dollars. Farmers received money from the
first phase of a tobacco plan for alternative
crops, but they built their budgets around a
second phase of dollars they haven't
received. Kentucky officials committed to
funding the second round of funding if necessary.
Winters spent 23 years at Murray State,
where he was a faculty member and later the
industry and technology dean. He then
served as president at Campbellsville
University before retiring in Murray.

"We are used to cutting out fat," Winters
said to the educators."But we are cutting out
bone in not only higher education but secondary too."
Some of the pre-filed bills relate to pubKentucky
lic education, including
Educational Excellence Scholarships
(KEES), a program that aims to keep high
schoolers in Kentucky for higher education.
Among the bills, one address making
KEES money available to Kentucky high
schoolers who want to enroll in an academic program at an out-of-state college because
that area is not offered in this state. Another
considers KEES dollars for dual-credit
classes that allow high schoolers to earn college credit.
"This a serious issue for the demographics we have," MSU President Dr. F. King
Alexander said. "It is bad enough we lose
people who go work elsewhere, but to provide incentives to lose human capital would
hurt us. To provide dollars for them to leave
the state is the worse economic policy for a

state that is struggling to have a labor force
in the future."
Kentucky is fifth in the nation in its ability to keep its own students here, Alexander
said. Now the focus needs to turn to keeping
college graduates in Kentucky, and more
importantly Murray State alumni in western
Kentucky.
"We need to do a lot better," Alexander
said. "If you break it down by region, we
need to do a lot better because a lot of students are leaving here for Louisville,
Lexington and Nashville."
Winters also hopes international students
will enroll more often in Kentucky universities than they have since Sept. 11, 2001, and
in the wake of other global tensions.
"There is no question of the dimension
they add to your classrooms and your campus," Winters said. "No other way can that
Kentucky student we want to keep here be
so broadly educated that rub shoulders with
those other students."

•MCCH

III Agent ...
From Front
University Police, the TrCounty Drug Task Force and
agents of the Bureau of Alcohol.
Tobacco and Firearms.
Wednesday, Annie Wyatt's
attorney, Emil Samson of
Mayfield, had argued that she
had, at no time, consented to an
agreement with Thielhorn or a
confidential informant identified
as Buddy Ferguson to kill the
two officers.
as
posing
Thielhorn,
Ferguson's former prison cellmate, said the alleged agreetnept
took place following a drug deal
in the Save-A-Lot parking lot on
12th Street on April 23, 2004.
However. Samson pointed out
Ferguson, not Wyatt, could be
heard doing most of the talking
on a series of taped meetings
between Wyatt. Tielhorn and
Ferguson by members of the
Murray Police Department and
another ATF agent.
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Ferguson had informed
police about her alleged willingness to hire someone to kill the
two officers that had previously
arrested her and her daughter or
various drug charges.
Samson argued that conspirilcy charges were not justifiell
since 'Thielhorn had not receivea
any payment or a weapon froti
Wyatt. However. Commot;
wealth's Attorney Gale Cook
told the court that Thielhorn had
been .hired by Wyatt to kill the
two officers with the promise 41
the delivery of drugs and a
sawed-off shotgun. Cook said
the agreement alone justified the
charge even though even though
Thielhorn had never received
payment.
He had been called into the
investigation after it was alleged
that a sawed-off shotgun migtii
be used as the murder weapon.
Cook rested the state's case
The trial was scheduled to conclude this morning.
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Judge to rule on whether Woodward should take Senate seat
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge
said Wednesday he would rule quickly
on whether Democrat Virginia
Woodward should replace Republican
Dana Seum Stephenson in the continuing dispute over the 37th District seat in
the state Senate.
Initially, the most significant result
of the judge's ruling would he that it
will be appealed, probably directly to

the Kentucky .Supreme Court.
It will also provide another twist in
the saga that began the day before the
November election, when Woodward
went to court to challenge whether
Stephenson had been a resident of
Kentucky for six years before the election, as required by the Kentucky
Constitution.
Stephenson received more votes
than Woodward on election day, but a
judge subsequently ruled that she did
not meet the residency requirements

and only Woodward's votes should be
counted. The county and state boards of
election certified only Woodward as
receiving votes.
"It's as if Ms. Stephenson was never
on the ballot in the first place," said
Jennifer Moore, Woodward's attorney.
But Paul Salamanca, a University of
Kentucky law professor who is representing Senate President David
Williams, said during a hearing
Wednesday that it was one thing for a
court to determine whether a candidate

met qualifications and a vastly more
serious matter for a court to order the
state Senate what to do.
If Graham refuses the request to seat
Woodward, and leaves intact his order
that Stephenson not take any official
action as a senator, it could effectively
mean the seat will be vacant. If that
happens, a special election could be
ordered.
At least.35 days must pass between
the time a special election is called to
when it can be conducted.

As of now, the state Senate will
resume its 2005 session on Tuesday
with only 37 active members. Grahani
has ordered that Stephenson not perform any official duties, including taking part in committee meetings and vol
ing, and not be paid as a state senator.
"She's going to comply with the

cowl's order, I can tell you that," said
one of her attorneys, Don Vish. He
declined to elaborate.

Dexter pair face multiple drug charges

•
AP Photo
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice shakes hands with State Department employees
today in Washington. Condoleezza Rice took over Thursday as America's 66th secretary
of state.

the

Rice says "history is calling
us" as she succeeds Powell

n.

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
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WASHINGTON

(AP) —

Declaring "history is calling us,"
Condoleezza Rice took over
Thursday as America's 66th secretary of state to confront an
agenda laden with difficult and
potentially explosive foreign
policy problems.
At the top is a grinding war in
Iraq that has taken the lives of
RIQre than 1,400 U.S. troops.
But Rice exuded confidence
as she entered the State
Department with a cheery, "it's
great to he here," and declared
"democracy will take hold"
around the world as it did in
Germany and Japan after World
War II.
At the end of next week, Rice
is expected to undertake her first
overseas venture as secretary of
state, going to Europe, the
Middle East and possibly other
regions.
Among her goals are mending relations with U.S. allies in
Europe and assessing prospects
for Arab-Israeli negotiations.
Known during her four years
as President Bush's national
security assistant as remote and
reserved, Rice pleased hundreds
Of employes crammed into a
State Department lobby with the
declaration her door will be
open to them.
"I need your ideas," she said.
Echoing Bush's inaugural
promised,
Rice
speech,
:America will stand for freedom
Ind for liberty."
"That's our charge. that's our
Oiling,- she said and then started her first day on the job with
telephone calls to various foriign ministers and a planned

White House meeting on Iraq.
During Senate confirmation
hearings last week in which she
was peppered with 390 oral and
written questions, Rice was
strongly challenged on Iraq and
the war. She gave no indication
that she would recommend any
change in U.S. strategy designed
to overcome insurgents and steer
Iraq toward democracy.
However, she did acknowledge problems, citing desertions
and poor leadership among the
Iraqi security forces that are supposed to take charge of pacifying the country.
Rice did not hint at changes
in diplomatic efforts to stop
nuclear weapons development
in Iran and North Korea.
However, on the Middle
East, she seized on the election
of Mahmoud Abbas as the
Palestinian leader as the kind of
opening that would impel her to
take on an active and personal
role in trying to promote negotiations with Israel.
Her arrival at the State
Department was orchestrated for
an enthusiastic welcome by
employees in the same mezzanine where Colin Powell bid
farewell last week. Rice was
sworn in Wednesday night by
White House Chief of Staff
Andrew Card in his West Wing
office. Her designated replacement as national security adviser, Stephen Hadley, held the
Bible.
Bush planned to attend a ceremonial swearing-in Friday at
the State Department, with
Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg administering
the oath.
Rice. a one-time Stanford
academic and analyst of the

now-defunct Soviet Union, is
the first black woman to hold the
job of secretary of state. The
first woman was Madeleine
Albright; Powell was the first
black man.
In her arrival statement, Rice
said the diplomatic corps would
reflect America's ethnic and
religious
diversity.
"It's
extremely important lesson in
world where difference is still a
license to kill," she said.
Rice is about a week behind
schedule, delayed by critical
Democratic
senators
who
delayed confirmation. The
Senate voted 85-13 to confirm
her Wednesday. In history, only
Henry Clay, who was confirmed
as secretary of state in 1825 by a
vote of 27-14, drew more opposition. Henry Kissinger was
approved 78-7, Dean Acheson
83-6 and Alexander Haig 93-6.
Twelve Democrats and one
independent, Sen. Jim Jeffords
of Vermont,opposed Rice's confirmation.
other
Several
Democrats criticized U.S. policy
and Rice's role in helping to
shape it as President Bush's
assistant for national security.
Separately:
•Republicans on the Senate
Judiciary Committee advanced
Alberto Gonzales' attorney general nomination on a partyline,
10-8 vote, sending it to the full
Senate where Republicans were
expected to use their 55-44
advantage to confirm him there
next week at the earliest.
• Jim Nicholson and
Michael Leavitt won confirmation as the new secretaries of
veterans affairs and health and
human services, respectively, as
Bush's second-term Cabinet fills
out.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two Dexter residents were
arrested on multiple drug
charges after officers searched
their Duncan Trail home.
Murray Police Department
Detective David Howe and
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department K-9 Deputy Ricky
Starks received consent to
search 172 Duncan Trail about 6
p.m. Wednesday.
Larry R. Thurman, 30, was
charged with second-offense
possession of drug paraphernalia, first-degree possession of a
controlled substance (methamphetamine), possession of marijuana and possession of a prescription drug not in its proper
container. Paula Thurman, 44,
was charged with first-offense
possession of drug paraphernalia, first-degree possession of a
controlled substance (netham-

IIII Meth
From Front
ufacture
methamphetamine
Knott, 40. of Buchanan, Tenn..
was arrested and charged with
conspiracy to manufacture meth,
first-degree possession of a controlled substance and possession
of drug paraphernalia. The juvenile was charged with possession of drug paraphernalia and
possession of marijuana.
Rogers and Knott were
lodged in the Calloway County
jail. The juvenile was detained
and released to parents.
Tr -County Drug Task Force
officers also assisted in the
investigation.

phetamine), possession of manjuana and possession of a prescription drug not in its proper
container.
t
After beginning the search,
the officers discovered Larry
Thurman attempting to conceal
a shoe box in the yard of the residence, according to a MPD
release. Further investigation
revealed the box contained several illegal drugs and paraphernalia.
The possession charges were
enhanced on both individuals
because a firearm was discov-

ered in the residence. They were
lodged in Calloway County jail.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
III The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at city hall. The
agenda includes first readings
for five ordinances, including
annexing about 16 acres on
Robertson Road South and
amending code-related regulations.
• The Murray Board of
Education will meet in special
session at noon Friday at the
Carter Administration Building.
The agenda includes approving the 2005-06 working budget and an executive session.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Friday will be
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with highs in
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the lower 40s.
Friday night
will be cloudy
with a 40%
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Nedra Pickier

Black
Leaders &
the President
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Bush told black leaders Tuesday that his plan to add
private accounts to Social
Security would benefit blacks
since they tend to have shorter
lives than some other
Americans and end up paying
in more than they get out.
Social Security was one of
many issues that came up during Bush's private meeting with
14 clergy and 10 leaders from
business and nonprofit groups.
Exit polls showed that Bush
received just 11 percent of the
black vote in November's election, a slight increase over the 9
percent he received four years
earlier.
Bush and his strategists are
under no illusions of winning
the black vote for Republicans
in the near future. But they
believe that any advances on
this and other minority voting
blocks could make the difference in close elections.
Bush planned to meet with
the Congressional Black
Caucus, a group of 43
Democrats, on Wednesday. The
caucus had an adversarial relationship with Bush in his first
term, but Rep. Melvin Watt, DN.C., the group's new chairman, said members are hoping
to find common ground with
Bush in his new term.
Many of the people at the
meeting with Bush Tuesday
were the president's political
supporters. Attendees said Bush
promised more trade with
Africa and support for home
and business ownership by
blacks. They also said his supporters in the room praised
Bush for opening federal dollars to churches and religious
organizations and encouraged
him to push for a constitutional
ban on gay marriage.
Bush said this month it will
be virtually impossible to overcome Senate resistance to passing an amendment under current legal conditions.
"We felt very strongly that
we hope that the president
would make this a priority on
his agenda," said Robert L.
Woodson Sr., founder of the
Washington-based National
Center for Neighborhood
Enterprise. Woodson said many
black pastors encouraged their
congregations to vote for Bush
on the issue, but Bush didn't
respond to the request. "He was
noncommittal on it because he
has more priorities," Woodson
said.
Perhaps his top domestic priority currently is to overhaul

Campaign managers dissect 2004 election
AP Photo
the Social Security system.
Although he has not revealed
details of his plan, he wants to
let younger workers invest a
portion of their Social Security
taxes to private investment
accounts in exchange for a reduction in future guaranteed
benefits. The administration
says retirees or those near
retirement age would not have
their benefits reduced.
Michelle Bernard. senior
vice president at the
Independent Women's Forum, a
Washington-based group that
opposes traditional feminist
ideology, said Bush stressed
that he does not want to abolish
Social Security, only mend it.
"There was a lot of discussion about how the Social
Security system as it stands
today has a negative impact on
African-Americans simply
because, regardless of your
education background or socioeconomic level, AfricanAmericans tend to have a shorter life expectancy than others,"
she said.
Democratic congressional
leaders are united against
Bush's idea to overhaul the system, and some Republicans
have said they are reluctant to
change a program that tens of
millions of Americans rely on
for retirement security. They
are urging Bush to sell the idea
to the public so they can get
behind it politically, and the
meeting with blacks was part of
the White House effort to build
support
"African-American males
have a — have had a shorter
life span than other sectors of
America," said White House
press secretary Scott
McClellan."And this will
enable them to build a nest egg
of their own and be able to pass
that nest egg on to their survivors."
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By MICHAEL GRACZYK
Associated Press Writer
COLLEGE STATION,Texas
(AP)— President Bush's
responses to the terrorist attacks
colored everything John Kerry
proposed in the Democrat's
unsuccessful bid for the White
House last year, the manager of
the Kerry campaign said.
"This was an election that
was completely overshadowed
by 9/11 and every issue that
rose was seen by the voters and
the candidates through that
prism," Mary Beth Cahill said
at a forum at the George H.W.
Bush Presidential Library at
Teias A&M University.
"At the moment when our
nation was under attack,
President Bush rose completely
to the occasion and established
a relationship that was backdrop for the entire presidential
campaign in 2004.1 think for
John Kerry and for the
Democratic Party, this was a
very costly and a very strong
competition."
The Election 2004 forum
was moderated by former
President George Bush.
Cahill's counterpart in the
Bush-Cheney campaign, Ken
Mehlman,said the election
illustrated the power of the new
media fueled by the Internet,
cable television and talk radio.
That new media has broken
the monopoly of the three
major television networks that
once provided the bulk of information and has led to more
niche marketing, Mehlman said.

AP Photo
Former President George Bush, center, leads a forum with Mary Beth Cahill. left, and
Ken Mehlman Wednesday at the Bush Presidential Library in College Station, Texas.
Cahill was the Kerry-Edwards campaign manager and Mehlam was the manager of the
Bush-Cheney campaign.
"This was the first campaign
Questions were raised about
One student worried that
where the new media was more
the polarized electorate and
only wealthy people could run,
important than the old media,"
whether the Electoral College
for office. Mehlman pointed to:
he said. He predicted the effect
should be abolished.
Bill Clinton and Ronald Reagan
would be felt in future electiiin
Mehlman and Cahill both
as examples where wealth wascampaigns.
said the Electoral College was
n't a factor.
•
The discussion was very low
proper, with Mehlman fearing
"If you've got political talkey, with Bush primarily steer-, elections could be decided by
ent, there's a market for that taling the conversation related in
advertising campaigns in big
ent." he said. "Ultimately it's
about a dozen questions from
states if it were abolished,
the quality of the candidates.
an audience of some 600. Many
"None of the states in the
"And you have to ask for
in the audience are students at
middle of the country would
money. And have a lot of rich
his school of government at
see the candidates," Cahill
friends."
Texas A&M.
added.

POLITICS TODAY
By Joe Biesk

New state party chairman says
Kentucky Dems will rebound
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Democratic
Party will rebound from its current financial ruin and rally
against recent political losses to
Republicans, the party's new
state chairman said Tuesday.
Democratic leaders elected
Jerry Lundergan to take over
the party earlier this month.
Since then, Lundergan said he's
been focused on raising money
to make the state party financially competitive again.
"My job is basically to give
rebirth to the Democrats out in
the state that want very much
for this party to become a powerful force again.- Lundergan
said in an interview with the
Associated Press. "And, my job
is to give them the feeling that
we are moving in the right
direction."
Lundergan, a former member of the Kentucky House.
succeeds Bill Garmer, who
resigned as party chairman following the November elections.

This term marks Lundergan's
second tour as party chairman
— he held the post during the
1980s. Gartner beat Lundergan
for the job last year.
However, Lundergan carries
with him some political baggage.
In 1989, he was convicted of
breaking a state law that prevents lawmakers from doing
no-bid contract work for the
state. His conviction was subsequently overturned because it
should have been prosecuted as
a misdemeanor and not a
felony. He does not have a
criminal record.
Democrats are coming off a
series of statewide losses to the
GOP since Gov. Ernie Fletcher
defeated current U.S. Rep. Ben
Chandler in the November 2003
gubernatorial race. In last year's
November contests,
Republicans picked up seven
House seats and maintained
their dominance in the state
Senate

Lundergan said he's attempting to raise $1 million in his
first year to help rebuild the
party's morale and restore its
financial foundation.
Meanwhile, the Republican
Party plans to continue building
on its recent successes in
Kentucky, state GOP chairman
John McCarthy said.
Republicans won't become
complacent, he said.
"It's important that the
Republican Party of Kentuck.
continues to stay focused on
trying to improve the lives of
every person in Kentucky,"
McCarthy said. "The worst
thing you can do in politics is
ever underestimate your opponent."
Lundergan said if he is successful. Democrats will compete to win back control of the
Senate and regain the House
seats lost last year. Democrats
also will try to regain the governor's office, he said.

AP Photo
New Kentucky Democratic
Party
Chairman
Jerry
Lundergan talks during an
Interview in his office in
Frankfort, Ky. Lundergan
said his party will rebound
from Its current state of
financial ruin and counter
recent political losses to
Republicans.
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Obituaries
Daniel Tyra
Daniel Tyra, 60, Las Vegas, Nev., formerly of Murray. died
Sunday. Jan. 23, 2005, at 10:57 p.m. at North Vista Hospital, Las
Vegas.
He was a self-employed painting contractor.
His wife, Mrs. April Duff Tyra, died in 2002. Born May 13, 1944,
in Detroit, Mich., he was the son of the late Houston Lee Tyra and
Verna Paul Tyra.
Survivors include three daughters, Correne Tyra and Danielle
Tyra, both of Las Vegas, and Lisa Tyra, Michigan; three sons, Danny
Tyra and wife. Ginger, and Lee Tyra, all of Las Vegas, and Johnny
Tyra, Michigan; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Bounce, Las Vegas; six
grandchildren, Dylan Tyra, Jessica Stevens. Brittany Aradeno, Allie
Aradeno, Lee Tyra Jr. and Brittany Tyra; his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Nancy Duff, Murray.
A private funeral will be in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home. The Rev. Deborah Webb will officiate. Burial
will be in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
No public visitation will be scheduled.

Kenneth W. Walker
Kenneth W. Walker, 76, Marion, Ill., formerly of Murray, Ky.,
died Wednesday, Jan. 26, 2005, at 1:45 a.m. at the home of his brother, Richard Walker, in Marion.
He was a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church,
,Murray. He worked as the set-up man at Navistar Intl., Melrose
Park, RI.
Mr. Walker was married Sept. 8, 1979, in Maywood,Ill., to Ruby
Mae Walker who died March 3, 2003. Also preceding him in death
were one daughter, Phyllis Walker, two sons, Kenneth Gene Walker
and Robert Wayne Walker, one sister and six brothers. Born June 2,
1928, in Blue Island, Ill., he was the son of the late James Alfred
•Walker and Liddy Vienna Edwards Walker.

Survivors include three daughters, Ms. Marianne Walker. Saulk
Village, Ill., Ms. Diane Walker. Armbruster. Okla., and Mrs.
Margaret Heidner and husband, David, Bloomingdale, HI.; one sister, Mrs. Betty Lou Muzyka and husband, Bill, Bensonville, Ill.; one
brother, Richard Walker and wife, Darlene. Marion. Ill.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of MitchellHughes Funeral Home, Marion, Ill. The Rev. Jerry Schell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Rose Hill Cemetery, Marion.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday. To
sign
the
memorial
guest
register
to
go
www.hughesfuneralhornes.com.

all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Hardin Franklin
Edwards and Tina Garland Pace Edwards.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Libbie Marie Smith.
Benton, and Mrs. Hazel Danita Jackson. Beijing, China; five sons.
Gayle Wayne Edwards. Brent Owen Edwards. Lewis Stahl Edwards
and Ben Myron Edwards, all of Benton, and Harold Keith Edwards,
Mayfield; 19 grandchildren: three stepgrandchildren: 16 greatgrandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Catherine (Katie) Lorraine Gill

The funeral mass for Mrs. Catherine(Katie) Lorraine Gill will be
Friday at 10 a.m. at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora. Fr. Carl
Gregory Brian Haggard
McCarthy and Monsignor George Hancock will officiate. Burial
Gregory Brian Haggard, infant son. died Tuesday. Jan. 25, 2005. will follow in the church cemetery.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home. Benton, from 4 to 8
He is survived by his parents. Eugene Brian Haggard and p.m. today (Thursday ).'Prayers will be said at 7 tonight at the funerElizabeth Lawrence, Benton.
al home.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Heartland
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Henry Catholic
Cremation and Tribute Center, Benton.
Church Building Fund, 16097 U.S. Hwy 68 East. Hardin. KY
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of 42048.
arrangements.
Mrs. Gill, 74, Frizzell Road, Benton, died Monday, Jan. 24, 2005,
at 5:27 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
Dannie Cletus Edwards
She had been an accountant and bookkeeper for Brake Supply
The funeral for Dannie Clatus Edwards will be today (Thursday) Co., Evansville, Ind.. and Higgins Ford Dealer. Boonville, Ind.
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Mrs. Gill was a member of St. Henry's Catholic Church at
Benton. W.E. Skipper and Kevin Williams will officiate. Burial will Aurora, Marshall County Senior Citizens and American Legion
follow in the Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Auxiliary.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Her husband. Hancel Gill, one sister and one brother all precedMr. Edwards. 89, Benton, died Monday, Jan. 24, 2005, at 8:28 ed her in death. She was the daughter of the late William J. Keller
p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
and Florence Keller.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Walnut Grove Church of
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Rita Austin, Tijeras, N.M.,
Christ.
and Mrs. Denise Sufoma. North Fort Myers, Fla.; one son, Hancel
His wife, Lou Dora Stahl Edwards, two sisters and two brothers Gill Jr., Libertyville, Ill.: one sister, Mrs. Lucille Miller. Evanston,
Ind.; several nieces and nephews.

Iraqi insurgents blow up school
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AP Photo

U.S. Rabbis Shlomo Marmor, left, Seth Bronstein, center,
and Ethan Mintz protest against a Catholic church in a
building that was erected to house the commandant's
headquarters at the Birkenau death camp in Oswiecim,
Poland, on Wednesday. The rabbis said the death camp
should be left in its original condition to preserve the
memory of more than one million Jews and others who
perished there during World War II.

tal-

Leaders gather to mark
Auschwitz liberation

•

KRAKOW, Poland (AP)- World leaders gathered in Poland,
EU lawmakers observed a minute of silence in Brussels and a
Holocaust survivor warned German leaders to be vigilant against
anti-Semitism in ceremonies Thursday to mark the 60th anniversary
of the liberation of the Auschwitz death camp.
In Poland, where leaders from 30 countries gathered to remember the victims of the Holocaust, Vice President Dick Cheney noted
that it did not happen in some far-off place but "in the heart of the
civilized world."
-The story of the camps shows that evil is real and must be called
by its name and must be confronted," he said.
Maj. Anatoly Shapiro,92, who commanded the unit that captured
the camp on Jan. 27, 1945, greeted leaders and survivors at a
Holocaust forum in Krakow ahead of the main ceremony at the
Auschwitz and Birkenau camps.
"I would like to say to all the people on the earth: Unite, and do
:not permit this evil that was committed," Shapiro said in a recorded
video greeting played in Krakow's Slovacki theater. "This should
never be repeated. ever."

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Eleven Iraqis and one U.S.
Marine were killed Thursday as
insurgents clashed with U.S.
troops and blew up a school slated to serve as a polling center,
pre-election violence that followed the deadliest day for U.S.
troops since the war's start.
Another U.S. soldier died in an
accident.
The Marine was killed and
five others injured when insurgents launched mortars at their
base near Iskandariyah, about 30
miles south of Baghdad.
Australian
officials
announced that one of two car
bombing on Baghdad's dangerous airport road Wednesday had
injured eight Australian soldiers
riding in a convoy escorting
Australian goveintrient officials.
Also on Wednesday, 30 U.S.
Marines and one Navy sailor
died in a helicopter crash in bad
weather in the western desert,
and six U.S. troops were killed
in insurgent ambushes. That
made Wednesday the deadliest
single day for Americans since
the Iraq war began nearly two
years ago.
In a continuation of the preelection violence plaguing the
country, three Iraqi civilians
were killed Thursday in a house
in Samarra, 60 miles north of
Baghdad, when a car bomb
exploded nearby, said Alaadin
Mohammed, a doctor at the
local hospital.
Another three Iraqis were
killed and seven injured when a
roadside bomb missed a U.S.
convoy in Mahmoudiya, 20
miles south of Baghdad. according to the area's hospital director, Dawoud al-Tale.
Also, an Iraqi army soldier
was killed and five civilians and
two Iraqi police officers were
wounded when a suicide car

AP Photo

A U.S. Army interpreter, left, questions an Iraqi man while a U.S. soldier looks on after
an insurgent mortar strike in Mosul, Iraq today. Pre-election violence continued to
plague several Iraqi cities T hursday. The man was detained briefly and released after
questioning.
bomb exploded near the Iraqi staff to leave, said police Lt. a voting center at a school, said
soldier's patrol in Baqouba, said Qassim
Mohammed. The police Lt. Safa al-Obeidi.
1st Sgt. Brian Thomas of the destroyed building had been
In Baqouba, the body of a
U.S. military.
scheduled to be a voting center colonel in the former Iraqi intelNear Tikrit. a roadside bomb in Sunday's elections.
ligence during Saddam's era.
killed one Iraqi bystander and
Sporadic clashes also erupted Talib Minshid, was found in the
narrowly missed another pass- in Samarra between U.S. troops city. according to a Baqouba
ing U.S. military convoy, police and armed men, killing one Iraqi hospital official. Mohammed
said. The attack happened on a civilian and injuring another. Ali. Minshid had been abducted
Toad near former dictator Mohammed said.
by armed men two days ago.,
Saddam Hussein's hometown,
And in Ramadi. capital of the
A U.S. soldier also died from
about 80 miles north of insurgent-plagued province of a gunshot wound early Thursday
Baghdad. said police Lt. Shalan Anbar west of Baghdad. another on a base near Tikrit in what the
Allawi.
Iraqi National Guard soldier was American military command
Also in Samarra, armed men killed when insurgents attacked called an accident.
blew up a local school adminis- a joint U.S.-Iraqi force guarding
tration building on Thursday
morning after first ordering the
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Hoffman named
Rotary Student of
the Month at MHS
Mackenzie Hoffman, a senior at Murray High School,
v.as recently named as Student
of the Month by the Murray
Rotary Club.
Hoffman has been a fouryear member of the Student
Council. Pep Club. Tr -Alpha
and French Club.
She has served as secretary
of the Student Council, president of the Junior Class, coeditor-in-chief of the Tiger yearbook and also the Black &
Gold school newspaper. She is
the staff-anchor and producer
of the Tiger television production. She is currently playing
the lead role in "Absolutely
Murder."
Hoffman has been a member of National Honor Society
for two years and is a member of Quill and Scroll, the
_journalism honor society. She
has also been a three-year
regional foreign language winner and a one-year state winner in the Foreign Language
Festival.
She has served as a member of the Kentucky Youth
Assembly for three years and
seraed as Media Corps Member for one year. She was a
Model Supreme Court Advocate for one year. She has
served as a PSI Teen Leader
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Radke named
Rotary Student of
Month at CCHS
Carrie Radke,a senior at Calloway County High School,
has been selected as Rotary
Club December Student of the
Month,
Radke, daughter of Paul and
Rosanne Radke, attends First
United Methodist Church where
sbe is active in her youth group.
She is president of her youth
council at church and has
served on two summer mission trips.
The CCHS senior is a fouryear member of the varsity
basketball team; a six-year
member of the varsity softball
team; and was also a member
of the 2004 State Champion
Softball Team. She has received
Carrie Radke
academic awards in all seasons of playing at Calloway ated geometry, physical educawhich include most improved, tion , accelerated algebra, introbest infielder and all-district ductory to physics and space
tournament team. This year she science, and travel and tourism
serves as co-captain for the awards. She has maintained a
basketball team and will be 4.0 throughout high school and
co-captain for the softball team has been on the honor roll all
this spring.
four years.
She is 'a member of the
The senior was voted "Best
National Science Honors Soci- All-Around" by the faculty and
ety, currently serving as pres- staff of CCHS and was nomident, and Beta Club, current- inated for "Most Intelligent" and
ly vice president. She is also "Most Likely to Succeed" by
a member of Fellowship of her senior class.
Christian Athletes, Foreign LanAnother big part of Radke's
guage Club, Future Business life is her involvement with
Leaders of America, Student Relay for Life for Cancer. She
Council and Pep Club. She has has been on a team for the
been a PSI teen leader for the past four years, served on the
past three years and is cur- executive committee one year,
rently serving as co-business and will serve as team capmanager of the yearbook staff. tain for her church youth
Radke has recognized for group's team for the 2005 Relay
her academic achievements in for Life.
the classroom as well. ThroughAfter high school. Radke
out high school she has received plans to attend Mississippi State
the psychology, APO chem- University and major in
istry, U.S. history, pre-calcu- accounting.
lus, honors chemistry, acceler-

MSU chapter of Pi Kappa
Alpha names officers
, Ben Goodman of Hickman,
a, senior at Murray State University, has been elected president of the epsilon lambda
chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha at
Murray State. Goodman is a premedicine major.
Other officers elected are
Clint Borm, Collierville, Tenn.,
first vice president; Tripp Gibson, Mayfield, second vice president; Kyle Chandler. Barlow,
internal treasurer; Chuck Tveite,
Benton, external treasurer; Gary
Crass, Murray, secretary; Mike
Brown, Henderson, pledge educator; Craig Bagby, Dover,
Tenn., rush chairman; Josh Taylor, Fulton, historian; Matt Brandon, Clarksville, Tenn., social
chairman; Tyler Riordan, Mt.
Vernon, Ind., sergeant at arms;
and Will Rice, Hickman, brotherhood director.
Goodman. Chandler and
Bagby represented the chapter
at the annual leadership conference in Memphis, Tenn., earlier this month. They attended
sessions on ritual, recruiting
and retention, house finances,
pledge education and fundraising..
Pi Kappa Alpha has 16 annu-

A man can
stand a lot as
long as he can
stand himself.
—Axel Munthe
of

Morningstar Heart Walk Team wins honor
The Morningstar Heart
Walk Team participated in the
American Heart Association
Heart Walk held at Murray
State University Regional Special Events Center. The team
raised a total of $7.286.38.
Amy Spain, team member,
was the top fund-raiser with
$1,666.80 for Calloway County.
Honored by the American
Heart
Association
were
Dorothy Wilson, Deb Daniels,
David Garrison, Barbara Manning and Carolyn Greenfield
as special indivivals for fundraising within the Morningstar
team.
Wilson said "Our team was
great with company, union,
family and friends all coming together to fight heart disease and strokes here in Murray. It seemed everyone had
their special reason to fight
these diseases."
Matlene Perry and her
daughter, Megan, walked in
honor of former Morningstar
employee James Payne who
died from heart disease. Ashlee Lehrman and Nancy Verdone, both survivors of heart
disease, participated in the
walk.

American Heart Association Morningstar Heart Walk
Other members of the
Morningstar Heart Walk Team
were Mike and Tammy Wimberely, Cheryl Reider, Kathy
Stanfa, Kim Adams, Deana
Hughes, Mary Bonnell, Ronna
Clevidence,
Mary
Ann
Lehrman. John Verdone. Ash-

ley, Waggoner, Dorothy Hart
Wilson, Sue Prather, Sarah
Chaney, Deb Daniels, Tammy
Reifel, David Reifel, Nancy
Techenbrock, Bonnie Burkeen,
Dennis Holcomb, Ordrain and
Courtney Perry, Wanda Brown,
Darin
and
Phyllis

Greifenkarnp, Tina Collie,
Tommy and Debbie Darnall,
Mary
Phoenix.
Carolyn
Robertson, Marc Darnall,
Jenny (Granny) Nesbitt, Jeff
Holland, Ed Smith, Jo Ann
Burkeen, Jimmy English, Jennifer Gilbert and Kim Brunn.

Health Express announces stops
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will
be offering blood pressure
checks, pulse, and lipid profiles at its stops during the
month of February.
Under most circumstances,
lipid profiles which include cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five
years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is free to every
Health Express patron once
every five years. More frequent testing requires a doctor's written prescription and
costs $15. Annual screenings are
recommended for diabetes
patients.

The cholesterol (HDULDL)
and triglyceride screening
requires a food fast (water
only) for 12 to 14 hours before.
During the month of February, the Health Express will
make II stops to the following locations:
II Tuesday, Feb. 1, from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. - Save-A-Lot in Murray'
• Thursday, Feb. 3, from
8 to 11 :30 a.m. - Graves
County Senior Citizen Center
in Mayfield.
O Monday, Feb. 7, from
6:30 to 11 a.m. - Glendale
Place in Murray.

II Thursday. Feb. 10, from
8 to 11:30 p.m. - McDonald's
in Mayfield.
• Monday, Feb. 14. from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. - Office Depot in
Murray.
•Wednesday, Feb. 16, from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church in Murray.
• Monday, Feb. 21, from
8:30 a.m, to noon - Weaks
Community Center in Murray.
II Tuesday, Feb. 22, from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. - Wal-Mart in Murray.
MI Wednesday, Feb. 23, from
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9 to 11:30 p.m. and 12:30 to
2 p.m. - Cadiz Baptist Church
in Cadiz.
III Thursday. Feb. 24, from
6 to 10 a.m. - Center for Health
& Wellness in Murray.
• Monday. Feb. 28, from
9 a.m. to noon and I to 3 p.m.
- Wal-Mart in Paris. Tenn.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you
are experiencing symptoms. you
should see your physician. For
more information on the February Health Express schedule
or about the screenings offered.
call 762-1348.

al Regional• Leadership Conferences annually, with more
than 2,500 students are in attendance every year. On a regional and international level, opportunities are offered in leadership training through the regional leadership conferences, the
officer leadership academy and
the chapter presidents conference.
Pi Kappa Alpha is a Greek
social fraternity with chapters
across North America. It was
founded at the University of Virginia on March 1. 1868. The
organization is headquartered
in Memphis.
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Season of The October seems to be coming at right time
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Matt Wiley has a story or two to tell about his
musical ventures. Among his more treasured
include how he used to spend time on -The Front
Porch" with mandolin player extraordinaire and
former Murray State University student Chris
Mile, now front man of the bluegrass trio Nickel
Creek. Then there were the times he would chat
and play music with other musicians that had been
invited to the home of Granuny Award-winning
songwriter Lucinda Williams.
They are times he remembers fondly. but he
also feels they are occasions that allow him to
keep his focus when he does find himself in the
same room with famous artists. And that is sure to
Photo provided
be of use this weekend when Wylie and his mates The October is, from left, James Lindsey
in the rock act The October appear at the (guitar), Dustin Burnett (lead singer, guiSundance Film Festival in Utah, an event known tar),
Matt Wiley (bass). Aaron Spraggs
for giving up-and-coming artists in both film and
(drums).
music their first big breaks.
"It is always inspiring to be able to talk with he was to join the other members of the October people like that, because you're able to see that no formed less than a year ago - for their flight to
matter if it's a huge act or one people still haven't Park City, Utah. "They all go through the same
heard a whole lot, you realize that everybody is the things."
same." said Wiley Tuesday afternoon, just before

Murray Art
Guild opens
new season

Photo provided

Etta Danielson is shown with her mother, local artist Debi Henry Danielson, critiquing Etta's multi-media entry "Holding Hands." Etta. a second grader at Murray
Elementary School, is the youngest member to have placed an entry in the Murray
Art Guild's December Member's Exhibit.

e‘ery day and that tends to happen e;pecially with
the business we're in," he said. noting that lead
singer Dustin Burnett, a native of Metropolis, 111..
handles most of the songwriting and producing but
that all the band's members, including himself.
guitarist James Lindsey and drummer Aaron
Spraggs, contribute to the creativity of the projeet
-That's how you have to do it and, really, that's
what defines this band. When you hear The
October, you are literally hearing what is inside
these four guys. It's a collaborative effort."
Obviously, Wiley hopes the band can become a
mainstream act someday in the style of bands like
U2 and 1NXS, which are musical inspirations foi
The October. However, thanks to his studies at
MSU,Wiley said he may have a chance at a careei
even after the music stops playing. The reason he
got into journalism, he says, is so he could wrkte
for music magazines.
-The field ofjournalism only offers a few spgts
and is really hard to get into. With my time as.a
musician, though, people are starting to know whc
1 am in the business and that can lead to an opportunity like that," he said, adding his nitch would be
reviewing new musical equipment. "I'm what you
might call a gear junkie. I like to try new stuff."

Things, though, seem to be getting interesting
for the band, all of whose members are from western Kentucky. Producers from a pair of popular
MTV programs, -The Real World" and "Road
Rules," have approached the band about playing
some of the music that was included on its debut
release "Push Me off the Side of the Earth" during
those shows next season.
In addition to Sundance, The October has also
been scheduled to appear at the South by
Southwest cultural festival in Austin, Texas in
March, an event that has helped give added exposure to numerous acts in the past. Among these is
Los Lonely Boys, a Texican trio that topped the
charts with "Heaven" this past year and is nominated for the Grammy this year.
Born in Murray, he has spent the vast majority
of his 27 years in the Marshall County community of Brewers. He came to Murray State
University — where he came to know Thiele and
played with him at an annual show -The Front
Porch" held at the Robert Johnson Theater — to
study music, but quickly developed a love for
writing and chose journalism as his major with a
minor in philosophy.
"I write something (non-musical) just about

,

The Murray Art Guild, located at 103 N.6th St., is beginning
a new season and welcomes
members and visitors to inquire
about and participate in day-today activities, upcoming workshops, exhibits, and more.
Currently, one may find.
weavers at work at their looms
and watercolorists painting during regular hours, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday from 10
a.m.-3 p.m.. and Tuesdays from
7-9 p.m.
The Guild is also open by
appointment.
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit cultural and educational organization and members
is open at an one with an a pre:
•
ciati
•„
Valle
7$3

With a Song
in My Heart
Love Songs from the Broadway and
Operatic Stage for Valentine's Day

A Dinner Benefit
FEATURING
Sonya Gabnelle Baker, soprano; Randall Black, tenor,
Pamela Wurgler, soprano; Bradley Aimquist, baritone;
Sherri Phelps, mezzo-soprano; Kay Gardner Bates.
mezzo-soprano; with MSU Student Singers
Curris Center Ballroom
Friday Evening • February 11, 2005
6:30 p.m.
AU proceeds will benefit ooice scholarships at AISLI

Call (270) 762-4288
Advanced Sales Only

'
•

C,

••

• Tickets: 4125.00
2 ••••••••AP

EiCertified

USED VEHICLES

Brandon
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 —(800)455-5315
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IMPORTS

GM PROGRAM CARS

TRUCKS - VANS - SUVS

2005 BUICK CENTURY

94,995'

, 4 To Choose From

2004 MITSUBISHI DIAMANTE IS
Sunroof, Leather, Auto

2000 CHEVY ASTRO EXT.

$ 18,995

Mark III Conversion, Racer Blue, 66K Miles

'9,995

2004 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX

15,995

Stk 1X4306, X4307, X4311

2001 NISSAN ALTIMA GXE

2002 NISSAN FRONTIER XE

'9,995

Sunroof, Auto., 43K Miles

Ext. Cab, Auto Wheels

91,995

2004 PONTIAC SUNFIRE
Auto., Wheels, Spoiler

1

90,995

2001 HONDA CIVIC DC
4 Door, Auto., Air
90,995

2003 PONTIAC VIBE
White, Low Miles

OVER 40 MORE
PROGRAM CARS
2003 NISSAN ALTIMA
'14,995 TO CHOOSE FROM!

4 Door, Auto., Loaded

MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

•

,r

'Century Stic 14324

93,995

2002 CHEVY TRAILBLAZER IS
4-WD
17,995
OVER 20 MORE TRUCKS, VANS, SUVS

•

imum•
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Lakers crack AP's Top 10
By MICHAEL DANN
claiming all 12 votes from Kentucky they don't take into consideration that
Sports Writer
sports
writers.
Jeffersontown, teams change yearly
What do you get if you're a Lexington Henry Clay, Scott County
"For example, some teams in the
Calloway County High School boys' and South Laurel completed the first First Region aren't ranked very high in
basketball player and your 16-1 start is five. Louisville Ballard, Pendleton the Litkenhous, but we all know how
the school's best record after 17 games, County, Louisville Pleasure Ridge good Lone Oak is and how good Heath
and your earlier 11-0 record was the Park, Lexington Bryan Station round is. The same can be said for Graves
school's best start ever and longest out the others.
County and Marshall County. I have a
winning streak yet?
Laker head coach Terry Birdsong lot of confidence in First Region
A pat on the back as you are walk to was amazed at the difference between teams."
class down the hallway? Probably.
polls like the AP and other ranking sysAs good as Calloway's start was, it
Adoration from friends and family? tems used in the state, such as Cantrell has the opportunity to finish even betSure.
(Lexington Herald- Leader) and ter. The Lakers' .941 winning percentAn extra scoop of mash potatoes Litkenhous (Louisville
Courier- age would break the old mark of .826,
from the cook in the cafeteria? Why Journal)
which was set during the 1965-66 seanot.
In both formula-based rating sys- son, when the Lakers finished out the
How about statewide recognition tems, Calloway is not ranked in the Top year 19-4.
for the first time in school history?
25. But the Lakers are No. 1 among
Calloway can break its 14-1 home
The Lakers cracked the Top 10 of First Region teams.
record, which was set in 1966-67. The
the Associated Press prep poll Tuesday
Birdsong likens the prep polls and Lakers are currently 10-0 at Jeffrey
at No. 10 while being the only state rankings to those that are used at the Gymnasium this year and have five
school undefeated against fellow collegiate level.
home games remaining, including a
Bluegrass teams.
"It's kind of like college basketball, back-to-back hornestand this weekend.
Rumors say the school was ranked where you have the RPI ratings, coachCCHS will play Second District foe
in the Top 10 in the 1970s. But, as of es and media polls," Birdsong said. Caldwell County (12-7) on Friday and
press time, that stat couldn't be con- "Usually, the coaches and AP polls are will host Christian Fellowship (1-12)
very similar, from what I've found.
firmed or denied.
on Saturday.
Louisville Trinity was the unani"The one thing about the
mous No. 1 choice this past week, Litkenhous and Cantrell ratings is that •See LAKERS Page 2B

Polls
not all
they're
cracked
up to be
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Head coach Terry Birdsong and his
Calloway County Lakers earned the program's first-ever Top 10 ranking in the
most recent AP prep poll.

Hayes day-to-day
with broken nose

Louisville 99, Marquette 52

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky forward Chuck Hayes
is listed as day-to-day after
being evaluated by team doctors
Wednesday, the day after he suffered a broken nose in the seventh-ranked Wildcats' . 84-62
win at Tennessee.
Hayes, a 6-6 senior from
Modesto, Calif., has been
cleared to play Saturday, when
Kentucky
(15-2,
6-0
Southeastern Conference) will
play at Arkansas. Hayes has
started 93 straight basketball
games for Kentucky, a streak
that dates to his freshman season.
Hayes will wear a protective
mask when he does return, athletic department spokesman
Scott Stricklin said.
Hayes is averaging 11.1
points and 9.1 rebounds per
game.
•
-Chuck is the heart and soul
of our basketball team and as
tough a player as I've ever been
around," Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said. "He's in a lot of pain
right now, so we'll have to wait
and see how he feels after a couple days."
Hayes suffered the broken

AP

Louisville's Ellis Myles, top, tries to wrestle the ball away from Marquette's Marcus
Jackson during the first half of their game Wednesday at Freedom Hall.

Cardinals hammer Eagles
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Larry O'Bannon fought off
a grin as he left the floor late
in Louisville's 99-52 victory
over Marquette on Wednesday
night.
The senior
guard hit six
3-pointers and
scored
30
points, both
career highs, and punctuated
the best game of his career
with a steal and breakaway
dunk.
Coach Rick Pitino took him
out seconds later, prompting
chants of "Lar-ree! Lar-ree!"
from the capacity crowd.
"You can't beat that —
20,000 people yelling for you.

4

You can't even dream of that," won for the 11th time in 12
O'Bannon said. "I didn't want games. Since a 60-58 loss to
to crack a smile, but I was sun- Kentucky on Dec. 18, the
shine on the inside."
Cardinals have won 11 home
The soft-spoken O'Bannon games by an average of 28
also had five rebounds and points.
seven assists for the Cardinals
Pitino,
who
coached
(17-3, 5-1 Conference USA), Kentucky from 1989-97, jokwho handed Marquette its ingly asked reporters to not
most lopsided loss ever.
give the Cardinals too much
"Larry had a special night," publicity.
Pitino said. "I'm really
"We'd rather you write
pleased for him. It's wonderful about Kentucky and leave us
to see a person like him have a alone," Pitino said. "Let us
game like this. He exemplifies stay second fiddle because
everything we're trying to we're not good when we think
build with our program."
we're good."
Francisco Garcia added 14
Todd Townsend had 17
points for the Cardinals, who points, and Marcus Jackson
snapped a three-game home grabbed 12 rebounds for the
losing streak to Marquette and Golden Eagles (14-5, 2-4).

Kentucky's Chuck Hayes
holds ice on his face after
being injured in the first
half of the Wildcats 84-62
win at Tennessee Tuesday
night. Hayes is listed as
day-to-day after suffering a
broken nose.
nose with 6:30 left in the first
half of the win over the
Volunteers, when Tennessee's
Andre Patterson inadvertently
elbowed him.

Despite doctor's advice,
Owens plans to play
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Terrell Owens rarely gets shut
down by cornerbacks. He isn't
going to let doctor's orders stop
him, either.
One day after Owens' doctor
said he would not clear the AllPro receiver to play in the Super
Bowl, Philadelphia Eagles head
trainer Rick Burkholder said
that Owens started jogging and
plans to continue rehabbing his
injured ankle in an attempt to
suit up against the New England
Patriots on Feb. 6.
"You're talking about a guy,
if he can make it back, that's
going to play in one game,"
Burkholder said Wednesday.
"It's not like we're asking him to
play a whole season on this."
After a checkup Tuesday in
Baltimore, Dr. Mark Myerson,
the surgeon who operated on
Owens in December, said that
while he's pleased with Owens'
recuperation, the operation

requires a recovery period of
eight to 10 weeks. Myerson
added that any attempt to accelerate the rehabilitation process
poses the same risk for injury.
"We
understand
Dr.
Myerson's point of view. It's
just that our risk-reward is different than his risk-reward,"
Burkholder said. "He has great
risk in clearing Terrell to play
and no reward. We think there's
some risk and we think there's
great reward, so right now we're
going to progress with his
rehab."
The final decision on Owens'
status will come down to the
player, coach Andy Reid and the
team's medical staff.
"We're never going to put
Terrell at risk," Reid said. "If all
symptoms come down to where
we feel he's fine to play and he
feels he's fine to play, then we'll
go that direction."

When play concludes at the
end of the day on Saturday,
Ohio Valley Conference basketball teams will mark the midway point on their league
schedules.
It's also a good time to recall
that things are quite often not
what they seem — particularly
in the sports world.
Take for instance the OVC's
preseason
poll, which
was so dutifully handed
down by the
league
office last
October.
To almost
no one's
surprise, our
Sidelines beloved
Murray
By Scott
State Racers
Nanney
were a nearSports
unanimous
Editor
choice to
win the regular-season conference championship and capture their second
straight OVC Tournament title.
This vote of confidence —
no doubt cast with MSU's reputation in mind — came despite
the fact that the Racers, at the
time, returned just two players
to their roster that had ever
worn a blue and gold uniform
before this season.
In case you haven't been
paying attention, you will be
happy to know that the Racers
have, for the most part. lived up
to those lofty expectations —
even minus one of those
returnees.
But what is surprising, however, are the two teams who are
challenging Murray State for
conference supremacy.
.
Conference leader Samford
— the only unbeaten among the
league's 11 teams — was
picked a mere 10th in the poll.
Second-place Tennessee Tech
— undefeated before Tuesday's
overtime loss at Austin Peay -was selected fourth in the preseason behind Murray,
Tennessee State and Eastern
Kentucky.
A much improved TSU ball
club was picked second behind
the Racers, but already owns
two blemishes on its ledger.
An upstart Eastern squad
had the look of a contender in
the early going, but has since
slipped to .500 in league play
after losing two of its last three
games. A win by MSU tonight
in Richmond would all but end
the Colonels' regular-season
title hopes. which looked so
bright at the beginning of the
year.
Many so-called experts also
projected that perennially
downtrodden Tennessee-Martin
— a bottom-feeder since joining the conference for the 199293 season — would finally start
to make progress toward the top
of the standings. However. the
Skyhawks are still grounded in
their familiar perch at the bottom.
Jacksonville State, which

1

See OVC Page 2B

Serena Williams defeats Sharapova to reach Open final
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) — ing more than four hours the previous
Serena Williams simply refused to be day, but rallied to hold off No. 19
outplayed by Maria Sharapova this time. Nathalie Dechy 2-6, 7-6 (5), 6-4.
At her best under pressure, the sev- , Top-ranked Roger Federer was to play
enth-seeded Williams fended off three No.4 Marat Safin on Thursday night in a
match points and beat Sharapova 2-6, 7- men's semifinal. Federer beat Satin in
5, 8-6 on Thursday to put her in the finals last year's final. Second-seeded Andy
of the Australian Open.
Roddick was to meet No. 3 Lleyton
"I thought, 'OK, I could do this," Hewitt on Friday as the top four seeded
Williams said. "Two times in a row back men made the semifinals at a Grand Slam
from match point down ... this is such a event for the first time since Wimbledon
special court for me."
in 1995.
Williams, who avenged her loss to
Williams, seeking her seventh Grand
Sharapova in the Wimbledon final and Slam title but first since 2003 after a
stretched her winning streak at the series of injuries, blamed her loss to
Australian Open to 13 matches, will face Sharapova at Wimbledon last year on
top-ranked Lindsay Davenport, for the nerves. She came out tight again
championship.
Thursday, spraying balls all over.
Davenport looked lethargic after playEven Williams couldn't seem to

believe her inaccuracy, testing her swing
after mistakes, shaking her head and even
laughing. In the first game of the second
set, a ballboy bounced a ball at Williams
that she smacked into the stands in frustration after losing a point.
She quickly rebounded, and pounded
the fastest serve of the women's tournament at 124 mph — but not without a few
more close calls along the way.
The 17-year-old Sharapova, who also
beat Williams in the season-ending WA
Championsliips, served for the match at
5-4 in the second set and again at 5-4 in
the third.
With her powerful forehand finally
under control. Williams saved three
match points in the third set, then broke
to even the match at 5-5. She saved three

break points while serving at 7-6 as both
filayers grunted on every hit and pumped
their fists on every winner.
After smacking a forehand down the
line to finish off the match. Williams
leapt three times in the air as she
approached the net, shook Sharapova's
hand, then crouched and pumped her fist
as the crowd roared.
AP

Seventh-seeded Serena Williams
of the U.S. makes a backhand
return during her women's singles
semifinal match against Marla
Sharapova, the fourth seed, at the
Australian Open Thursday in
Melbourne, Australia. Williams
won the match, 2-6, /-5, 13-6.
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Belichick
planning
to stick
around
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NBA STANDINGS
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pet CB
Boston
20 22.476
Padelphia
19 22 463 1+2
Toronto
18 25 419 2 1,2
New York
17 24 415 21/2
New Jersey
16 26 381
4
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Miami
31 13 705
Washington
26 15 634 3 1/2
22 19 537 7 1/2
Onando
Charlotte
8 30 211
20
Atlanta
8 32 200
21
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
25 16 610
Detroit
24 18.571 1 1/2
Chicago
21 19.525 3 1/2
Indiana
20 20 500 4 1/2
15 25.375 9 1/2
Milwaukee
Wednesday's Games
Boston 100, Indiana 86
Miami 111. Toronto 96
Cleveland 114, Memphis 111
Washington 117, Philadelphia 107
Detroit 87 Denver 70
Phoenix 121 Milwaukee 115
Minnesota 104, Atlanta 87
Houston 82. New Orleans 77
Utah 109. Seattle 100
Dallas 95, Portland 88
New Jersey 113. Golden State 99
L A Clippers 105 L A Lakers 8

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
• L Pct GB
San Antonio
34 10 773
Dallas
28 13.683 4 1/2
Houston
24 19.558 9 1/2
Memphis
24 20.545
10
7 34171251/2
New Orleans
Northwest Division
W
L Pet GB
Seattle
29 12.707
Minnesota
23 19 548 6 1/2
Denver
17 25.40512 1/2
Portland
16 25.390
13
15
Utah
15 28.349
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoenix
34 10 773
Sacramento
4
28 12 700
L.A Lakers
22 18.550
10
L A Clippers
20 22.476
13
Golden State
12 30.286
21
Today's Games
Detroit at Indiana. 6 p.m.
Charlotte at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Sacramento at San Antonio, 8:30 p m

▪ OVC

Ex-coach testifies he
was offered payoffs
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)-A
former high school coach told a
federal jury that the University
of Memphis offered him money
and inducements to send his top
player there, bringing the total to
eight colleges alleged to have
made offers.
Lynn Lang. the former head
coach at Trezevant High School.
said he received offers of
money. a job and free law school
for his wife before accepting a
SI50,000 payoff to steer defensive lineman Albert Means to
Alabama.
Lang
testified
Wednesday for the second day at
the trial of Logan Young, a
Memphis millionaire charged
with bribery and money laundering.
Lang is awaiting ,sentencing
on a guilty plea to racketeering
conspiracy. He said he took the
money to convince Means to
sign with the Tide in 2000.
In prior testimony in U.S.
District Court. Lang said coaches at two other Southeastern

It'

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP)Players come and go and the
New England Patriots keep
reaching the Super Bowl. Even .
the coaching staff is headed for a,
shake-up.
No need for Patriots fans to,
worry, though. The most important part d
the
NFL's
pre-emineni"
The Calloway County Laker varsity football team recently held its awards banquet.
franchise,
Those receiving awards at the event were (front row, from left) Dean Brown,
couldn't be
Offense-Most Improved and 110 Percent awards; Jacob Young, Purple Heart
happier right,:
award; Casey Darnell, Coach's award; Devon Winchester, Laker award; Colby
where he is.
Starks, Defense-Most Improved award; Logan Schwettman, Brian McCuiston
"I like my,:
Scholarship; (back row) Cody Johnson, Defense-Scout Team award; Chase
job.
excited
tci.
Chrisman. Big Play of 2004 award and Trey Travis. Offense-Scout Team award.
come
to,
work every
day," coach Bill Belichick said,
"I'm not looking to go anywhere."
Belichick has led the Patriots?:
come
out
of
virtually
nowhere
championships
and
the
best
allFrom Page 1B
to consecutive 14-2 seasons and,
in.
to
be
one
of
the
OVC's
top
time
winning
percentage
the
finished in the middle of the
a chance to become only the secplayers. The 6-foot-6 senior is
sport beat out UCLA's record
OVC pack last season and was
ond team in NFL history to win
league
in
scoring
national
titles
for
the
publileading
the
11
projected in that area again this
(20.6 ppg.), first in steals (2.67
cation's top spot. The rest of the three Super Bowls in four years.,
year, remains winless in league
For some coaches all that sucspg.),
seventh
in
rebounding
magazine's Top 10 includes: 3.
play.
cess
would be enough to send:,
(6.9 rpg.) and eighth in field
North Carolina, 4. Kansas, 5.
About the only prediction
them into a proud retirement.
goal
percentage
(.429).
Duke,
6.
Indiana,
7.
Louisville,
that has stayed true to form has
But Belichick won't turn 53'
Morehead State forward
8. Arkansas, 9. Connecticut and
been that of Austin Peay, which
until April 1, and loves chalChad
McKnight,
also
not
10.
Cincinnati.
sits in fifth place at 4-3 after
lenges. He has a big one coming,.
Murray State also made the
selected on either preseason
being earmarked for that exact
up.
list, coming in at No. 52.
team,
is
having
an
all-league
same position in the preseason.
Offensive
coordinator
well.
The
6-7
Western
Kentucky
was
rated
as
caliber
year,
as
The same can be said for the
Charlie Weis has already been
program.
Six
senior
is
fourth
in
scoring
the
31st
best
All-OVC preseason first and
hired to coach Notre Dame. The'
(15.9), sixth in rebounding (7.1) Southeastern Conference
second-team selections. Adam
Super Bowl will be his last game
field
goal
perschools,
including
UK
and
and
second
in
Chiles was one of the picks for
with New England. Next out
Arkansas, also made the list.
the first-team. But, as the Racer centage (.604).
very will be defensiNe
could
Louisiana
State
was
the
next
So, as you can see, preseaNation can attest, was uncerecoordinator Romeo Crennel,,
son
projections
are
not
always
SEC
program
at
No.
50,
folmoniously dismissed from the
who is expected to become the.,
correct- unless you happen to lowed by Alabama at No. 54,
MSU squad before tip-off of
Cleveland Browns head coach.
Eagles.
be
the
Patriots
and
Tennessee
at
No.
77
and
the season opener.
Crennel and Weis have been,.
Top Cats: The Kentucky
Mississippi State at No. 99.
The other projected firstvital in designing schemes that,
Wildcats
have
the
devoted
two
No.
I
college
The
magazine
(earners-guards Matt Witt of
help the Patriots baffle and over-,
basketball program of all time,
pages apiece to the schools in
EKU, Bruce Price of TSU and
power opponents, as they did
according
to
Street
&
Smith
'8
its
Top
10
and
one
each
to
the
Anthony Davis of Austin Peay
last Sunday in a 41-27 victory,
latest
specialty
publication
other
90
schools.
Murray
- are all having good to outover Pittsburgh in the AFC.,
"100 Greatest College
State's article detailed the main
standing seasons.
championship game.
Basketball
Programs
of
All
highlights
of
the
program's
rich
However, there was at least
If Belichick replaces coordiTime."- which recently hit
79-year history. including the
one notable omission from the
nators
as well as he has replaced,
local
newstands.
N.C.
1988
squad
that
defeated
„
list. Southeast Missouri State
the Patriots should be
players,
The
Wildcats' seveh national State in the NCAA Tournament.,
forward Dainmon Gonner has
just fine.

Conference schools, Kentucky
and Georgia, gave him money.
He also testified that Tennessee,
Mississippi, Michigan State and
Arkansas offered money for
Means but never paid.
Under cross examination by
defense lawyer James Neal on
Wednesday,
Lang
added
Memphis to the list a schools
that offered him a deal, testifying that then-coach Rip Scherer
said he would arrange for
Lang's wife to attend law school
for free at the university.
Lang also told jurors that former Arkansas assistant coach
Fitz Hill offered him either an
assistant coaching job worth
more than $80,000 a year or
$150,000 in cash if he delivered
Means and another player. Hill
later became the head coach at
San Jose State before resigning
this past season.
Means, who has not been
accused of wrongdoing, previously testified that he let Lang
choose his college.
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7. 8,9, 10 and even 11 teams all
The Lakers have won 19 of
getting
together
to
play
in
one
their
last 20 games versus disBirdsong added that First
Region competition doesn't day and be back home the same trict opponents and are 27-6
always pay off with big divi- night." Birdsong said. "Where (.818) over the last two seasons
dends. The sixth-year head we're at, we just can't do that. against First Region foes.
coach maintains the notion that We have to go to a tournament Calloway is 31-7 (.816) in
most voters and rankings like to or something where we can February and March the last
look at what schools in spend a night. It's a much bigger three seasons.
ACL is A-OK?: Calloway
Louisville and Lexington have ordeal."
reach
100
Birdsong
could
senior
Cody White got some
done.
wins
in
his
Calloway
career
with
promising
news earlier this
part
"That
ofthe state is reala
sweep
this
weekend.
He
curweek
when
he learned he only
ly inconverint for us down
rently
has
a
record
of
98-62
partially
tore
his ACL.
here because it's not like you
White will see a specialist
can just drive up and play a (.613) and ranks behind only
game, you are talking about a Ron Greene (112) for wins as later this week, but Birdsong
determined the 5-foot-11, 155three- or four-hour drive to some Laker skipper.
Birdsong
said
that
he's
honpound guard will not play in this
places. Sometimes that hurts
ored by the recognition. While weekend's homestand.
you as far as recognition."
"He's out indefinitely, but we
Birdsong's remedy to the sit- the team has enjoyed its success,
uation is to accept the invitation expectations at the same time should know more Monday,"
he got Monday to play in the increase. For Birdsong, that has Birdsong said.
An MRI conducted Monday
prestigious Fifth-Third Bank become a daily conversation.
"We're
going
to
get
beat
showed
that White tore his ACL,
Classic at Lexington Catholic
somewhere
down
the
line.
but
it
wasn't
a Complete tear.
High School during Christmas
Everybody does. You can't play
White's injury occurred last
break next year.
"It's easier for the Regions 6, at, the top of your game every Friday's game with Marshall
night."
County. After taking the opening
tip, White ran to the left side of
the basket, where he crowhopped to let a defender go past
him. When White accelerated
back up, the senior said he heard
something "pop."

From Page 18

Beginning Feb. 1 we will
move to our new location at
716 Poplar St, at the Center
for Health & Wellness/YMCA.

Call
(270)759-YMCA
Today!

Paducah EXPO tenter a Jit's Executhe Inn

Jan. 28-30• Fri., Sat. & Sun.
v.00 Catch An The Pros!
$2%1

Put
with KY

Xi Fish & Wildlife
Paul Rishrr

4iJiv'kajva/8idl
RyLth Oster
Trout Pond •Spa* Motuk

Bass
Rob Maw+. Kum of
raw Pus Pith
Pontoon Bo
Fishing Boats • Ski Boats * Deck Boats
TACKLE!• TACKLE!• TACKLE* TACKLE!
Seminars • Demonstrations • Attractions

•

YMCA
We build strong kidsv
strong fames,strong communities

‘‘‘‘‘‘.1)aducahBoatSh(m.coni

\ 808 CHESTNUT STREET• MURRAY
Exhibitor Slace Information?(800)225-7469

v
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Top 10 teams in
Kentucky high school basketball
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school basketball polls, with
first-place votes, records, total points
and previous rankings
BOYS
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1. Lou Trinity
(12)21-1 120
1
2. Lou Jeffersontown -18-2 95
2
3. Lea, Henry Clay
-16-1 • 84
3
4. Scott Co
-13-2 68
4
5. South Laurel
-15-3 61
6
6. Lou Ballard
'-15-2 58
5
7 Pendleton Co.
•13-3 46
7
8. Lou PRP
-14-5 41
8
9. Lex Bryan Station -13-3 24
9
10. Calloway Co.
-16-1 18
Others receiving votes: Henry Co 8.
John Hardin 7, Elizabethtown 5, Lou
DeSales 4. Lou Manual 4. Owensboro
Cath 4. Muhlenberg North 3, Bishop
Brossart 2. Coy. Catholic 2, Univ.
Heights 2
All Associated Press members in
Kentucky are eligible to participate in
the high school basketball poll Those
who voted in this week's poll are The
Independent. Ashland, Daily News.
Bowling Green. The AdvocateMessenger, Danville, The State
Journal, Frankfort The Gleaner.
Henderson. Kentucky New Era,
Hopkinsvale: Lexington Hersid-Leader;
The Murray Ledge, a Times.
messenger-inquirer. Oweiniihtmo. The
Paducah Sun, The Winchester Sun,
WIKY.

4,4*- 411 disk
Try Our New
teal

Financial Assistance Arailabk For Those Who Qualify.
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Caner-Medley scores 25 as
Terps hand Duke first loss
DURHAM. N.C. (AP) —
Mike 1Crzyzewski knows what it
takes to win, and he just didn't
see that effort from Duke against
Maryland.
"That's not to say we didn't
want it, but this team has had to
work extremely hard to get
where we are at this moment,"
the Blue Devils coach said.
"When you haven't lost, you
kind of take a deep breath and
when you're taking a deep
breath, someone else is going
after you."
Well, he won't have to worry
about that anymore.
Nik Caner-Medley had 25
points before leaving with an
ankle injury, and his Maryland
teammates finished off the second-ranked Blue Devils at the
free-throw line in a 75-66 victory Wednesday night.
The Terrapins (12-5, 3-3
Atlantic Coast Conference) lost
three of their previous five
games, all by at least 15 points.
But they hung with Duke (15-1,
5-1) throughout and allowed
only two points in the final 3 112
minutes.
"I just thought they played a
little bit harder than we did,"
Krzyzewski said. "We didn't
have the attitude that we've had
the entire year. This team has to
have an edge all the time."
Top-ranked Illinois and No. 8
Boston College are the only
teams left without a loss. Boston
College
rallied
to
beat
Providence
78-65
on
Wednesday night.
In other games involving Top
25 teams, No. 12 Louisville
routed Marquette 99-52, No. 14
Alabama beat Auburn 60-55,
and Northwestern edged No. 23
Iowa 75-74 in overtime.
Ekene
lbekwe
gave
Maryland the lead for good with
a tough layup in traffic off an
inbounds play, set up during a
timeout by Maryland coach
Gary Williams. That made it 6664 with 1:23 left, and the Blue
Devils had no answer.
. Daniel Ewing missed badly
oh a 3-pointer, and Garrison
started a parade at the line for
the Terps. Garrison was 5-for-6
in the final minute and lbekwe

was 4-for4 to close a out.
"It was all about the players,"
Williams said. "We struggled a
little bit this year with our identity, for whatever reason, and I'll
take responsibility for it, but we
do have pride in our program."
lbekwe came off the bench
for the first time this season and
scored 15 points. John Gilchrist
had 10 for Maryland.
"To be on a big stage like this
and get the win is huge," CanerMedley said. "My teammates
had so much heart. I really was
impressed with them."
J.J. Redick led the Blue
Devils with 20 points but also
had eight turnovers, including
two within seconds in the final
minutes. Shelden Williams
added 18 points and 14
rebounds.
"You have to take your hats
off to Maryland," said Duke

guard Daniel Ewing, who was
held to nine points. "We didn't
match their hunger."
Top-ranked Illinois (20-0)
and No. 8 Boston College(17-0)
are the only teams left without a
loss.
Duke seemingly was in control early in the second half, taking a pair of eight-point leads,
the final one on a layup by Lee
Melchionni.
AP
Duke's Shelden Williams,
right, tries
block
to
Maryland's Nik CanerMedley during the second
half
Wednesday
at
Cameron Indoor Stadium in
Durham, N.C., Wednesday.
Caner Medley scored 25
points in the Terps' 75-66
win over Duke.

/ Fleming Furniture Is Celebrating The
Grand Opening OfIts New Murray Store.
r

3060 Hwy. 641 North, Murray, KY
(Former Location of Wiggins Furniture)

The celebration is taking place at ALL 4 Fleming
locations in Paducah, Benton and Murray!

3 MONT
H
S
Interes

t!*

No Payment/No
REGISTER TO WIN DOOR PRIZES!
* A s3,000 Room Makeover
* Lane Recliner
* Serta Mattress Set

11/, radio

9

GOLF
3 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour, Bob Hope Classic.
first round. at La Ouinta. Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Marquette at Louisville
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Notre Dame at Villanova
7 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — TCU at Charlotte
5 p.m.
ESPN — Maryland at Duke
NBA
6:30 p.m.
NBA TV — Denver at ()citron
9 p.m.
NBA TV -- Dallas at Portland
TENNIS
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open, men s
quarterfinals, at 11.4elbourne. Australia
(same-day tape)
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open. women's
semifinals, at Melbourne, Australia

No purchase necessary to enter

Alpine
Dining Room

•

YOUR CHOICE!

Table & 6 Chairs
OR China Cabinet

Local
Anhurst Bedroom

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4:30 p.m.(CST)
WENS — Lady Racers at
Eastern Kentucky
630 p.m.(CST)
Froggy 103.7 — Racers at
Eastern Kentucky
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
All 'A' Classic
5 p.m.
Lacty Tigers vs St Mary. at
Graves County High School
7:30 p.m.
Lady Lakers vs Caldwell Co., at
Caloway County High School

Queen Bed, Dresser &

7111711ftt
NI
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•11 dill • MI

• Broyhill • Thomasville
• Rowe • Serba • Lane
• Vaughan • Ashley
• Plus Much, Much More!

You'll Find

MB • le

INI • AM all• Ai
anrilroir‘r—Imininior
wwwwwiveshewmas•sronmmewor

GRAND SAVINGS
At All Four
Fleming Locations!

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
I mire Inventory at
www•
hen nettmotorsi nc
.com

Mirror, Nightstand
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4101 tici.041 Noah

REMEMBER! AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE Do IS SAVE You MoNEv!

Ahanm huutrui,
44(
Nino

SUMMERS 3001 Makietrat 1Mati
Nighway 110 • A Half We East at 144
Padscak KY 4434455 • 1400-111141224
Owe beity 10.7 • lostey 14 • 14141114
305 North Main Street Seetest. ti
521-34S1 • 1.600.505-6224 b"n: 1
451 South 10th Street Paducah, KY
442744415 • 14100-450-6224 ""otri.

MOP

hay. 441 North
75345310

Murray, KY
044•114•11K16141
Swim S4
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190 Fame Espripment
195 'OM 5111.011we
200 Spoils IdlOoleri
210 Rimmed
220
Musical
260 Mobile Homo Lab For We
270 Motes Hones For Sae
200 Cools Homes For Rent
295 Cobb Horns Lob For Rent
300 Wombs Rentab
320 APortneres For Rent
330 Rooms For Rant
340 Houses For Rent
3% Stows Ramses
370 COITIMI•Ctli Property
360 Pots & Supplies
390 Livestock 4 Supple*
410 Public Sob
425 Lord For Ron or UM!
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CLASSIFIEDS
Rug Emil
Lak•Prepay
Lob For Sits
Lea For Rant
Faros For Sits
Abrupt
Hama For Ssee
lioloicydas& ATY $
Aulo Pores
Spoet tality *Aida
LOW Cos
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boos I Coors
Sar•ites Mew
Free Column
Tobacco 4. Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
S7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
400) Discount 3rd Run.
j.

,
tri•• Wuti.reI,Yews+
ill.

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
PLACE Ma)LINE AD AND II WILL APPEAR 12N

flL WEBSITL AT NQ EXTRA CJIARG E,

•

I I NI \Ir.-.
;.25 irst Day - ZO wor • or ess
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
'It' extra for blirti box dds
t
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any subm,tter: )thitter
aita1Vedagl.
,

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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STATEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.,
is the recipient of Federal financial assistance from the Rural
Utilities Service, an agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and is subject to the provisions of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the Age Discrimination
Act of 1975, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture which provide that no person in
the United States on the basis of race, color, national origin, age,
or handicap shall be excluded from participation in, admission or
access to, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination under any of this organization's programs or activities.
The person responsible for coordinating this organization's
nondiscrimination compliance efforts is Trevor R. Bonnstetter,
General Manager. Any individual, or specific class of individuals,
who feels that this organization has subjected them to discrimination may obtain further information about the statutes and
regulations listed above from and/or file a written compliant with
this organization: or the Secretary, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250; or the Administrator,
Rural Utilities Service. Washington, D.C. 20250. Complaints
must be filed within 180 days after the alleged discrimination.
Confidentiality will be maintained to the extent possible.
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BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
• 7 years
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed
Call
270-227-8332

050
Lost and found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
$SS Good Pay $$$
Dependable
and
enthusiastic
people
needed
part-time
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business $7/hr +
bonuses For interview
call
after
12noon (270)753-6009

IN TIME FOR SPRING'
FULLY
Established.
equipped Nursery for
lease All you need is to
grow & sell 270-7590690

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THINK Pink - Sandra
D's Diner, 94E. 2933816

ACCOUNTANT needed part-time Minimum
Associate's degree and
one year experience
required Email resume
to
candice power-

ARE you a Physician's
Assistant or Nurse
Practitioner open to a
new opportunity'? Are
you interested in an 8-4
position with no nights
or weekends? For the
-right" person, we offer
a competitive salary,
benefits and generous
PTO time. We are looking for someone to join
our team that will treat
our patients like family
while giving them the
highest quality health
care. If you want to
hear more, please write
us at Progressive
Radiation Oncology,
PLLC. P.O. Box 1671,
Murray, KY 42071. All
inquines will be kept
strictly confidential.
BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to. P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES
HOME
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD. (800)4686087
FULL-TIME service
technician for lawn &
garden equipment.
Apply only in person
at Murray Home &
Auto, 976 Chestnut
St.
OUTDOOR Careers
Hinng working
Foremen for utility contract fieldcrews. Train
at $10Thr. $14/hr plus
performance bonuses
as Foreman, benefits,
and company truck &
tools. Must enjoy physical outdoor work, possess strong leadership
skills, have a good
driving record, and be
flexible to travel in
Kentucky and mid-east
states
Osmose, Inc
Call toll-free for information
1-877-676-6731
EIDE, k4/F/DN
wWW.osmose.coro

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
03/01/05 to 12/31/05
Wages $7.63 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed. all
tools and equip. fur/fished. Housing provided for those beyond commuting.
Transportation and subsistence pay. after
50% of contract completed. Contact local
Dept. For Employment Services.

www.murrayiedger.com
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Now taking applications for
service technicians. Apply
in person at 1604 State
Route 121 N in Murray.
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Assistant for Curriculum
and Instruction
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an immediate opening in the Central
Office for a full-time position as the
Assistant
For
Curriculum
and
Instruction. The primary responsibilities
include:
*Organization and coordination of office
activities and communications to assist
district-level administrators and other
district personnel
*Assistance with purchasing and processing services and products related to
instruction
•Assistance in processing and monitoring budget and financial reports, using
related software applications
•Coordinating meetings and professional
,development activities
*Preparing and maintaining a variety of
reports and records
This position requires a bachelor's degree
preferably in a related field), proficient
computer skills in word processing, database applications, and desktop publishing. Excellent organizational, oral and
written communication, and public relations skills are neces.ssiry for the successful candidate. Applicants must enjoy
working with a variety of individuals and
have the ability to prioritize and process
multiple work assignments while maintaining an efficient office operation.
Salary will be commensurate with education and experience. Excellent fringe
benefits are available. Applications are
available at the Calloway County Board
of Education. Please attach a resume,
cover letter, and letters of reference with
the application and send to: Assistant for
Curriculum and Instruction Search,
Calloway County Board of Education,
P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY 42071 on or
before 4:00 p.m., February 4, 2005. The
Calloway County Board of Education is
an Equal Education and Employer
Institution.

Show your loved ones
that you care by placing
a special Valentine's Day
pkture & message or a
Love line in our Mon,
Feb. 14 issue.

Pictures — $12 ea.
(as mare dm hva per pictwe
aid es we dos 15 wank)
Stile oath skfoisool spos

I love you Annie!

- Michael

(wane —$10 ea.
mare dioa 25

Dee

receipt of photos & love lines
is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.
VISA

rC 1rd

(270) 753-1916.

ab.
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RECRUITING PROFESSIONALS
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Check Out These Winter Specials„,
Corporate
headquarters
of
nationwide freight transportation
company is seeking experienced or
degreed individuals capable of
negotiating
broker
carrier
agreements with contract carriers.
In this challenging, fast-paced
environment you will discuss our
offer, expectations, and contract in
detail, follow-up on insurance
requirements, and finalize the
negotiation process. Requires
working knowledge of computers,
telephones and general . office
procedures. Includes competitive
benefit package and base salary
plus
unlimited
commission
potential. Self motivated individuals seeking a stimulating job opportunity are encouraged to e-mail
resume to dong@ptl-inc.com or
mail resume to:

PASCHALL
SERVICES INC
Hansom Resources
P.O. Box 1889, Murray. KV 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Classified ad
itemsfor sale
must be under
$1,000 only

15 Words for 10 days,$15
10 Words for 10 days,$10

•Individualfor sale items only
•Prepayment only
•No refundsfor early cancellation
•Includes interne'posting & one
day in the Shopping Guide
•Price must be included in the ad

Items
•.00
5 Words for
5 days for $5

Publication Day

Deadline

Monday & The Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
,••
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. at 11 a.m.
Mon. at 11 a.m.
Mon. at 5 p.m.
Wed. at 11 a.m.
Wed. at 5 p.m.
Thurs. at Noon

Fur scheduling & pay ment. contact Jill Stephens
or Julie Brim n at 1270) 753-1916 or mail ad and pay mein to.
NIurray Ledger & Times
.
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/
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Sat., Jan. 29, 2005•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky.
From Murray, Ky take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. See auction signs.
From Mayfield. Ky take 121 South through Coldwater turn south onto
Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction.

Help Wanted
JUNIOR
Network
Specialist.
Local
Manufacturing company has an immediate
opening for a Junior
•;•Network
Specialist.
Requires
BS
in
Computer
Science/Information
Systems or related
• • field. Applicants should
have
administration
, experience with networked computers on
'Microsoft
operating
•-.• systems.
Preferred
experience:
MS
Windows XP, 2003
Server, MSSOI, MS
e Office including MS
Access, telecommuni'
cation configurations
including VOIP, MS
Exchange,
Cisco
routers and switches.
Quid( learner and good
communications skills
a must! Interested persons
should
mail
resumes to. Human
Resources, P.O. Box
1127, Hopkinsville, KY
42241
Equal
Opportunity Employer
LABORATORY
Technician. Full or Part
time technician position
available with leading
environmental laboratory Strong work ethics
and science background required. Waste
water testing experience a plus. Flexible
work schedule is a
must, Please email
your
resume
to
amooreei microbac.co

PET
GROOMER
Immediate
opening for
full-time groomer.
For Interview, call
Westside
Vetennary Service
between BAM and
5PM.

753-6749

AN individual wants
homes or office cleaning jobs in Murray area
References available.
Call
731-247-3342
Leave message if no
answer

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the place,
and lots of books. Let's
make a deal! P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
%NNE*
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-'F..''3
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562

MEDICAUSURG1CAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an experienced
... reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
eeee:receptionist. If you'd
eee:like to torn our team,
-;::fax your resume today
:•.'to 773-233-8795.

FIXER upper house or
barn Minimum 1 acre
within 10 miles of
Murray. Owner finance.
761-3136

OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins.,
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
powerctaim.com
or
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th Si.. Murray.
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET
www.vrhvorldwide.corn
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
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SATURDAY,JANUARY 29, 10 A.M.
3403 Elvis Presley, Memphis,Tn.
MONTHLY CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
If you have equipment to consign co/1754-5660
Very Partial List
30' Baja Cigarette Boat, 2 High Performance 454
Engines. Sleeping Quarters. Bathroom; Caterpillar
D4H Dozer; 99 KW Dump Truck, Tri-Aide, Large
Bed; 2.005 King Ranch 350 Laren 4)(4 Tk Loaded; 53
Air Ride Trailer - 10 to chose from: i 5)96 Model 53'
Air Ride Stoughton Dry Van Trailers; 816 Allis
Chalmers Dozer: 2001 - 4700 Int. Tractor w/Sleeper,
2000 - 4700 Int. Tractor w/Sieeper, (2) 97 KW
Tractors; 95 Freightliner Tractor; 96 Freightliner
Tractor. 94 Dump Trucks - many to choose (rom,40'
Gooseneck Flatbed Trailer; Race Car Trailer. Red,
Like New; John Deere 350 Dozer. Caterpillar B5C
Dozer: Ford Flatbed F350 Truck: Hyster 10.000 lb.
Fork Lift. New Holland Bob Cat, Caterpillar Track
Hoe. 93 International Dump Truck: Good selection
ATV's/4 %Vheelers. 89 Ford Box Truck w/24' Box &
Lift Gate; 14)94 & 95 GMC Tractors;95 KW Tractor,
Scissor Lifts: over 100 Truck Tires w/wheels; Camper
Trailers. Many items not listed - call for complete list.
10% Buyers Premium - inspection: Fri., Jan. 28. 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Announcements at auction take precedence oser all ads ertisements.
-Taggart
Bros.
Auction IL Real IIE state,
f Pillem phia Ten nek meet

150
Ateekas
For Sok

WANT to buy: by
owner, brick. 3BR, 1.52 baths, 1,400-1,600
sq.ft.. garage or carport. on small lot. South
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition.
Price in $80's. 270753-5065

TV'S
20"-65" HD televisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
OLP. & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers,
surround
Sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection.
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with
HD & DVR
receivers. America's
Top 60 ve local networks only $29.99 per
month. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Articles
For Saba
10 used interior doors
with hardware $125
293-3606
28 gallon gas caddy
with hand pump, $200.
759-9702
28.000 BTU gas log
stove, $300. (270)3288840
44 vinyl fence posts
(new). 3 rail, caps
included, $10 each.
Call 753-0355.
AVON
Independent
Sales Representative
has tufty stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900
BODY Flex home gym,
gas range Call after
6 00 PM 270-7530353, 270-753-9372
MODINE 60,000 .BTU
hanging gas shop
heater $80 489-2277

Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI4TORAGE
'All Size Units Available
4Alow Have Climate Control

753-3853

WW1

Auctioneer* - A,oprolsors - L Iqupdators
1-888-7134-3660
entail,stagger 1 Obellsouth.not
nnvw.teppsnaatotheresucbon.net
3403 Elvis Presley Blvd.
Memphis, Tennessee 38116

Want to buy- Old
money & jewelry Call
753-6793

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Auction held rain or shine, can be inside.
Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
For more informadea & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

AUCTION

LEGAL secretary position, Dictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with expenence and abilities.
Seed resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

A nice 4 piece bedroom suit and two twin bedroom suits - a nice clean hida-bed sofa - a nice sofa & chair and loveseat - recliner - electric lift chair a nice glider rocker & foot stool - nice lamp tables & nice table lamps -two
glass shelves - nice frost free side by side refrigerator freezer with ice in
door & ice maker - nice electric cook stove - microwave & stand - automatic washer & dryer - large chest freezer - a nice oak table with claw feet
and 4 press back chairs - two nice old (redid sewing machines - glass door
china cabinet - old drop leaf table - nice old wall clock - a 31 day striking
clock - old kerosene lamp - stereo 8-track, turn table, AM/FM radio - nice
old upright piano - color iv. with remote - wheel chair - nice pictures &
frames - what nots - 6 holder gun case glass door - electric organ - wood
or gas fireplace - a nice Warm Morning home gas heater - a very old &
good wood recliner - sei of dishes - dinner bell - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - flatware - a 38 special army double action A-74 Patton
Aug. 5, 1884 and June 1900 again July 4, 1905 - also a Star %I'm C-380
Remington single shot rifle model 514.22 short long or long rifle - 2 or 3
wagon loads of goodies, antiques & collector items.

LARGE
refrigerator
reezer on bottom
$200. 293-0811 (days)
753-1775 (nights)
GE 4 burner electric
range, $75. Maytag
dryer. $65. 767-9037

5-piece dinette set $50
753-5094
EXECUTIVE
desk,
wood,
mahogany.
31"x72". Roll top desk,
19x42-.
Wingback
chair, wood tam, multiple color, new condition. 753-4978

9

—

MOTORCYCLE hel
VACUUM
cleaners,
mets, jackets, chaps &
bags, belts, and hoses.
saddlebags.
Jerry's
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Sporting Goods in
in Mayfield, KY
Mayfield, KY
WINDOWSone
51.5Hx47.5W. $100
Three
68Wx75.5H,
$200 ea. All are double FIREWOOD for sale
hung, white clad exteri- $40 a rick delivered
or. wood interior and 527-8368
removable for cleaning.
Also aluminum storm
39Wx411-1. new, $20.
767-9037
1995 2 bedroom, 2
GLASS storm door, baths on
2 lots 43636x8Oin (like new)$50.
5277
Ceiling (3) fans $10
1998
Buccaneer
each 753-6941
deluxe, 16)(80. 3BR, 2
INTERNET
bath, extremely clean
Call now to see how (270)489-2525
you can get high speed 94' 14X70 Fleetwood.
Internet
service 2br, 2 bath, all applithrough satellite for ances. W&D, C/H/A.
only $2999 per month. $12,000. 753-9503.
Beasley Antenna &
AWESOME CLOSE
Satellite 759-0901
OUT SPECIALS ON
NEW Chef's Choice ALL
2004
SINElectric food slicer GLEWIDES & DOUModel 600. Purchased BLEWIDESI
for $199, asking $99 Land/home packages
753-3317.
available!
731-584NEW, never used 9429
Lincoln AC/DC welder BEFORE you buy, give
$300 (270)436-6235
us a try. Let us help
your save $$$. Offering
STEEL
buildings. the
best service in the
garages, storage. lean- business.
Keith Baker
to's, carports K&R
Homes, Pans. 731 Mower Service 759644-0012. 800-5339631
3568
00t113LEWCIE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace.
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-564GOOD
uprigh 9429
Kenmore freezer. $75 GET YOUR
NEW
good 2T Sanyo TV, HOME TODAY WITH
$50, good Kenmore "0" DOWN FINANCdiefliameher, $45. 492- ING: Call 731-5$46440
9429

PREOWNED
1996
Clayton 16x80, grea
floorplan,
$17.900
includes delivery & set
up, central A/C, Keith
Baker Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 700533-3568

ANNOUNCEMENTS
-One order. One check,
One smart move! Same
time and money by
'making one call to piece
a 25-word classified in
74 Kentucky newspapers for only $225 For
more information, contact
the
classified
department
of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
'Building Sale! 'Rock
Bottom Prices!' Final
clearance, Beat next
price increase
Go
direct/ save. 20x26,
25x30, 30x40, 35x50,
40x60, 45x90. 50x100.
60x180.
Others
Pioneer
1-800-6685422
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
*Need Extra Cash?
Work one day per
month, collect $1000
dollars plus!, Own your
own vending business.
Small
investment
required, call toll-free 1866-341 -8363
BUSINESS
PROPERTY TO RENT
*Professional
office
space for rent in
Frankfort. Just off US
127
near
I-64.
Approximately
700
square feet on second
floor. private bath, closets, $600 per month,
includes water/sewer,
electric, gas. Call 502223-8821.

II II

'Area CDL-A Training! ..Need a Ft? CRST! No
Job placement asst. experience? No prob'FirefighterLearn
Call today to see if you lem! No credit check
Firefighting skills. Great
qualify for slate paid No monthly payment
pay. benefits. Must ribImmediate benefit packtraining 800-398-9908
cats. 17-34 years old:
age Now hiring in your
*DriverCovenant
h.s. cloms. Call M-F
area 1-877-4434289
• Transport.
Excellent
600-2134-6289
Transport"
Pay & Benefits for "Star
ekiledical TechnotogrstExperienced Drivers. Needs Inexperienced
Bacheiors
degree
0/0, Solos, teams & drivers Home most
required; plus one-year
weekends,
Peterbilt
Graduate
students
internship in a hospital
Bonuses paid weekly. trucks, shared tuition
setting.
'Medical
Equal
Opportunity Good starting pay Food
Laboratory Technicianemployer 1388-MORE - and lodging provided 1Associate's
degree
800-455-4682
PAY (888-667-3729)
requited. Must be registered through ASCP *Driver- Dnvers west of
•Dedicated
(MLT), HEW (MT), AMT 1-75
(MT) or equivalent. Customer 'Run SE
Apply
online
at states, IL, & WI 'Up to
start
to
vninv.omhs.org or send 35cpm
Benefits
resume to Owensboro "Horneernei
Medical Health System, 'CDL-A./ 6 months OTR
JDC
Human Resources, 811 877-687-5627
Parrish
E.
Ave.. Logistics
HELP WANTED

Owensboro, KY 42303
*TEACHER RECRUITMENT FAIR- Western
Virginia
Public
Education ConsortiumFriday, February 4,
2005
(4:00pm
to
8:00pm)
Saturday,
February
5.
2005
(9:00am to 1:00prni
Salem CIVIC Center,
1001 Boulevard, Salem,
VA. Participating School
Divisions will solicit
applications to fie 800+
vacancies. For a uniform job application and
information
visit
envsewypcc.org
-Job
Fair or call (540)8316399/ (540)831-6414
Participating
Virginia
school
divisions
Allegheny. Bath, Bland,
Botetourt,
Carroll.
Covington. Craig. Floyd.
Franklin. Giles. Henry,
Montgomery, Patrick,
Pulaski, Roanoke City.
Roanoke
County.
Salem, and Wythe

HOl lI
FOR RI \ I
nog
st.

'Driver? High pay &
No Miles? Get a fresh
start. 2500-3500 rnpw
48 hours off each week.
Gross $41k-50k first
year.
888-346-4639,
Class-A
COL/
6
months OTR.
'Drivers- $1,000 Sign
on for experienced
teams! Earn 41c/mile
No NYC. pay on delivery and guaranteed
hometime USA Truck
800-237-4642
'DriversAccepting
Trainees! CDL in 16
days! No Money down.
student
financing!
Tuition reimbursement
avail Job placement
asst 1-800-883-0171
ext A - 13 www.deltaa cademy.com

2BR, 2 Bath nea
Cypress
Springs
"Drivers: Are you getting
BUSINESS
Resort $225 mo +
SERVICES
a pay raise in 2005"
dep 436-2096
Roehl drivers are! Van•'Attentio
n
2BR, 28A $285 753up to 3942. Flatbed- up
Homeowners' Display
6012
to 41c. plus tarp. Surgehomes wanted for vinyl
on bonus. Students welsiding- windows- roots.
come Class A required
Easy credit terms. No
MISCELLANEOUS
EOE Call Roehl. 800payments until Summer
LOTS for rent 753
2005. Starting at $99 'Free 4-room DIRECTV 6 2 6 - 4 9 1 5
9866
month. call 1-800-251- System includes stan- WWW.GoRoehl.com
dard installation
0843
3 •Dnvers- Begin the year
months free HBO & with
family
owned
EDUCATIONAL
Apelesets Forfar'
Cinemax! Access to Operation! Miles to
TRAINING
over 225 channels! 3000/wk plus benefits &
1 bedroom apts. $250 *Earn Your Degree Limited time offer. S&H, late model equipment!
$350 per month. 2BR Online from home, restrictions apply 1- Solo's teams Own Ops
townhouses. washer & Business, Paralegal. 800-208-4617
23w!CDL-A 1-877-613dryer included. $410 Computers, networking
6385 X286
REAL
ESTATE/REAL
more.
and
Financial Aid
per month. 753-7559
•Dnvers/
ESTATE
CDL-A Van &
FOR
SALE
available, job placement
1 br apt. All appliances
Drivers.
assistance, and com- *Florida, Naples Live Flatbed
included.
$335/mo,
puters provided. Cali on the water! Your piece $50,000 yearly potenpets allowed
436tial. High weekly miles.
free (866)858-2121
of paradise from Gulf to
6291
1 yr. PT exp. SMX 1Golf.
$200k's
to
EQUIPMENT
800 - 24 7 - 804 0
1 OR 2br apts near
$1,000,000+
Call
Sue
FOR SALE
WWW.SMXC.COM
downtown
Murray
Myhele Gulf Breeze RE
*Sawmills- $2,695.00 - 239-216-6444
starting at $200/mo
•DnversCompany
LumberMate-2000 &
753-4109
Drivers:
Guaranteed
24
HOUR
LumberLite- 24 'FREE
home every weekend!
1BR apt available, all
Norwood Industries also recorded info line for Starting at 40e! 99% no
appliances furnished.
HOME touch
manufactures utility AN VALUABLE
1 year experiMur-Cal Reatty. 753attachments, log skid- BUYING TIPS: 1-800- ence required. Call
4444.
ders, portable board 545-8596 '8 Free tips Kandi at 866-543-1234
1BR apt, utilities fur- edgers and forestry in buying a homeCompany
nished, $275/mo. 761- equipment. WWW.nor- Extension 301; 'How to 'Drivers2743
the
Biggest Regional, home every
woodindustries.com Avoid
weekend. pre-loaded
1BR, 1 bath. W&D, Free information. 1-800- Mistake First Time
Home Buyers Make- outbound flatbed. 100‘e
refrigerator. stove & 578-1363 ext300N
Extension 331, 'Guide paid pension package,
dishwasher. $325
1
FINANCIAL
low
cost
to
a Hassle Free Home excellent
month free 759-8780
•$$ As seen on TV. Purchase- Extension health ins Excellent
1BR, carport, W/D Cash now for your 361
equipment. Call 1-502hook-up, no pets
347-0184 ext. 14
future Settlement paySPORT1NG/SPOFIT$325/month 753-6931 ments Annuity payING GOODS
*Drivers:
Did
you
Of 293-6070
ments. Lottery pay- "CHERRY BLOSSOM resolve to find a better
ments, GOLF AND COUNTRY job in '05? NOW is the
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree www.ppicash.com Don't CLUB,
Georgetown. time, HERE is the fob:
days Coleman RE wait for your $$$ CALL Golf Digest voted us Run OTR, be home
(800)509-1607 Now!
759-4118
best places to play every 14 days and earn
2004!
Join us for your up to 43 cpm. You'll
2 Room all furnished, •SeSCASHS$ Cash now
round/outing. have an assigned truck
all utilities, water, elec- for structured settle- next
Membership that goes home with you
tnc, phone and cable ments, annuities, and Special
available.
502-570- for time off, a full beneincluded. Access to insurance
payouts.
fits package & a steady
9849!
pool & fitness room. (800)794-7310.
JG
paycheck each week
TRUCK DRIVERS
$400/month,
$150 Wentworth means cash
Monthly bonuses also
HELP WANTED
deposit. Singles for now! for structured setoffered. Fulfill your New
$350 and up plus tlements.
•15%
pay
raise, Year's resolution- call
deposit Call for infor$.46/mileOTR! now: 1-877-452-5627
FOR SALE
mation
(270)753$ 44/mile- Regional plus
•Woltf Tanning Beds home most weekends. Oriental on starts next
8407
Affordable 'Convenient. $.91/mile- Operators week! eoe
2f3Ft, $375/mo. Across
Tan at home. Payments plus fuel stabilization! 'Drivers: OTR/ Home
from
Murray
Family
from $29/ month. Free Because our drivers weekendsElementary
Center.
owned flatbed operaCall deserve
Color catalog
the
best!
753-8096
Dental,
Med.
today 1 -800-842-1305 Heartland Express 1- tion
Vision. 401k. Start up to
3 bedroom
above iteenv.rip etstan coin
800 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
34 cpm +bonus. US
Tropics Tanning Salon.
www.heartlandexHEALTHCARE
Trucking leased to
Apply at 901 Coldwater
press.COM
Landstar Also need
'Family Health Care
Rd
w/prescription
Plan, 'Advance your driving owner operators Call
3B apts. available for
$69.95/mo. Excellent career! Increase in pay Tammy- 800-828-8338
imthediete occupancy.
coverage. No limita- package Contractors & •Onvers, over the road.
Please call 753-8221.
needed
tions, includes dental. Company
35 states. Flat w/sides,
4 bedroom house. 1, 2, vision,
pre-existing Flatbed- Refrigerated - late model conventionTanker.
Over-the-road
3 apts. 753-1252 or cond. OK! Call: WCS 1els. 3 years experience
Regional.
800-288-9214 ext.2332 Some
753-0606
$2.000 sign on bonus
Commercial
Driver's
Start .34c-.38c mile
FORREST
View License Training. 1 -800- +benefits.
Call
7
7
1
6
3 1 8 .
Apartments 1213 N.
(800)444-6648
16th St.. now accepting isww.pnmeinc.corn
applications for 2br
NICE 2 bedroom unfurIan Maio Rd.
townhouses, basic rent
nished apartment at
UVE
Oak
Apts.
New Concert k 1' 42476
$360/ month. Call 753921 N 16th St $300
Newly Remodeled
270-436-5496
1970. Leave Message
per month plus deposit
1BR $29000
Call 436-5416
HAVE a member of
$34000
2BR
bedroom apartment
your family that is self38R $425.00
NOW LEASING
Clean and nee,
sufficient but needs to
$100 deposit special
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
all appliances includinF
live in town and have
for qualified applicants
We accept Section
W/D No pets.
someone look in on
Office hours 8-2
8 vouchers
270-4M-54%
them daily? Try this
Mon-Fri
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
aparttwo-bedroom
270-293-6906
Call today for appoint
902 Northwood Dr
ment, all appliances
merit
Monday,
included
759Call
EXCEPTIONALLY
7534221
Wednesday, Friday.
3535
nice, large 2 bedroom
Phone 759-4964.
NEW apt, 1 BR $150
RED OAKS APTS.
apartment. all appliEqual Housing
(334)628-6776
deposit
ances including wash9P•ciel
Opportunity
1205)361-4763.
erldryer, deck with out$100 Deposit
TOO #1400449.6056
1BR From $290
side storage. Excellent
NEWLY redecorated
28R From $325
Location! (270)7%28R, 1 bate, apple.
SMALL one room apt
Call Today,
5885 or (270)293-7085
ances
furnished, plus bath close
to
753-11060,
NEW 3/3R. 2BA duplex,
C/WA, 1 year lease + 1
campus $140
No
$700 per month. Call
NICE two bedroom
mo. deposit. no pas. pets.
753-5980
293-5423.
753-5731
753-2905

J&L
RENTALS

ill' 1,

phis
Pleasc call

759-9579 for
more into.
3BR. 2BA no pets
Locust Grove area
$600 per month 7670430
3BR• carport, sunroom,
no pets. $585. 7536931 or 293-6070.
Rent or Sale: Nice
3BR, 2BA, 2 CG, no
pets. $650 deposit.
$650 rent, 1 year lease
required (270) 9941030

Slangs RIM*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
NEW le penny, 10'x15'
units. 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 'Inside climate
control storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020
savencal
li
col F
i pep tor rent
1.500 sq ft shop o
warehouse space plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see
M-F 7 30AM - 5 OOPM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
Warehouse
space.
storage space. retail
space Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call

753-4529
380
Pats & Supplies
AKC Golden Retrieve
puppies
for
sale
(270)436-6074
CFA Persian kittens. 1
female Persian. 2
Himalayan.
vet
checked
$300
(270)554-5748
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SH1H-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

HAY square bales.
mixed, 40/50 lbs
$1 50 436-5442
HAY: Affaaa, also pure
Orchargrass or hybrid
Bermuda. dean heavy
bales, square or roil,
can del 731495-3444
or 731-669-7366
HORSES for sale Two
geldings with tack.
$1.200. Call 436-5900
for information.

CLASSIFIEDS

bit • I hursday. Januar), 27, MOS

M

ock & Webs

Quarter Horse tor sale,
11 year old strong gelding, experienced trail
horse 2 year old small
bay phiity, green broke,
293-1093
sweet
Kirksey

liercycles6 ATVs
2002 300EX, $2,200
and Bowflex, used kttle, $900 After 5PM
753-6384
92 Honda 250-x AN,
top end rebuilt $2,000
Call (270)767-0614

Real Estate
CCLO1 with or withou
house near hospital on
Poplar Street PO Box
1040-D. Murray, KY
42071
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income-producer.
St25.000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545
[
111111
Fenes For Sale
195 acres. loins TVA a
Wildcat Campground,
county water & power.
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 48R house
in need of TLC. Has
pond
and
barns,
$150,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

rigIL

48 wooded acres on
your own private 20
acre lake Coldwater
area, building site
cleared near water
293-1093

2001 Black Toyota
Celica GT, 32,000
miles. excellent condition, $13,500. 2939877 or 759-3781
2001 Monte Cenci, silver. 39.000 miles CD
player, all
power,
$9,000 270-293-3306
or 270-753-6270
'97 & '99 Dodge truck,
red, V8. $4,995 '99
Grand Pnx, 4-door. SE,
$3,950. '99 Astro . rear
AJC, $4,250. '97 Chevy
Venture van, $3,950
'93 Chevy truck, nice.,
$4.500. '99 Taurus.
nice, $4,950.
$30 per week plus
down payment. '94
Tempo, $800 down '93
Century, $900 down
'91 98 Olds. $500
down. '88 Ciera, $500
down. 753-1522, 2933124
1997 Mazda Millenia,
leather intenor. loaded,
103,000 miles. 7534468
95 Dodge Intrepid,
55.000 miles. 1 owner
car. $4,200 492-8703
'93 Cutlass Ciera
Oldsmobile, 4 door,
good condition $900
(270)328-8840

Homes For Sale
Vsns
28R
with
vertica
duplex behind Grea
investment $65000
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
2BR. 1BA in Benton
Completely
redone
inside Located on 2
large lots with 3 storage buildings $32.500
437-4419
3BR. 2BA House. $750
down. 'owner
will
finance, located on
Govenors
Row.
Panorama
Shores
area Call Dennis 0 1800-825-6070
4BR 2 bath with 2-3i4
acres Fenced off for
horses Priced in the
60s 298 Van Cleave
Rd Call 293-9440
TWO-STORY. threebedroom,
two-bath
house with attached
garage on 5 acres.
including horse barn.
two buildings. and two
ponds. 354-8400

WRECKED
Sportster, will
$3,500 OBO.
2802. 759-1369

01
ride.
227-

LEE'S Mini Sports
Choppers, dirt bikes,
and pocket bikes all
with 49cc gas engine at
the Peddler's Mall
2004 Monday Shadow
aero, less than 2.000
miles factory pipes
Call 759-3418
2003 Kawasaki Praine
650. 300 miles. good
condition $4.900 7531414

03 Windstar. 25.500
miles. Call after 6PM.
753-1265
Used Trucks
2004 Silverado, ext.
cab. step side, all
power, 7,000 miles,
$21,000
270-2933306 or 270-753-6270
1996 Ford F-250. 4x4
heavy duty. 5.8 gas,
automatic,
towing
package, trailer brake,
tool box, 154,000
miles. $6,500. Phone
270-354-8505
Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
)unk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs. all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www.CAMBRIAUSA.co

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning AN,ailable
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed Roy
Hill (270)436-2113
CATHY'S
Custom
Wallpapering. Need
help? Call cell 270978-0569 home 270492-8342
Dt4J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for Plus all repairs for
home and business
293-5436
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump gnnding, firewood Insured 4892839
I'M tired of being
retired. Painting, roofing, carpentry. All types
of home remodeling.
Call Ray. (h)1-731642-0646,
(C)1 -931-445-7371
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
*No lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858
JUNK/
Rubbish
Rernoval,Spnng cleanMg, clean out attics,
garages. yard waste,
etc. (270)489-2583
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?r
753-6827
M&L Lawn Mowing
Service: If you want
your lawn to look its
best this summer--call
753-1816 -or -2270611 Free estimates.
We want your business, and we'll work
hard to keep it!
NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates. 270703-2942
PAINTING. Repaints
and color changes.
Free estimates. No lob
too small. 767-9037
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075.(270)705-0317
THREE Guys Handy
Works
carpentry,
Painting,
etc
We appreciate your
business.
No jobs too small. Call
for tree estimates. Tim
(270)293-0421, Mike
(270)978-0440.
Brandon
(270)4374664
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
IACKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and
Remodeling. Quality
Work, Over 30 Years
Experience_
Gerald
Wafters. 753-2592.

Ek

e Column

Roofing Metal

FEMALE
golden
retnever, male rat terrier Good horn,. 2931705

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.es. &
pick up Rest day.
,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & 02 available in most colors
Call Metal Mall
-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844
_as

The Classifieds...
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IISMSCONS
iv lammikis Blew
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Friday, Jan. 28, 2005:
Some of you will completely
revamp your circle of friends
and long-term desires this year.
Many will get exactly what they
want, only to discover that that
wish doesn't bring happiness.
Relate more openly to individuals
rather
groups.
than
Satisfaction and success come
through trusted associates. You
also work inordinately hard to
achieve your goals. Follow
through by taking good care of
yourself. If you are attached,
your relationship will develop to
a new level of spirituality and
caring. A special trip draws you
even closer. VIRGO handles
your budget meticulously.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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WO1Y-4.11 10 17 11 SO hid
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KRUM 12 12 12 13 Midge Show
15 311 9 10
WON
'
Van
Beller
PRA

17 113 211
-Truths Wisdom
WKIII-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur Clifford
Ivou-we 22 16 10 ..Ctispel 'Sabrina
ESPN
24 2924 8 SportsCanter X
ESPN2 25 3025
NFL Live1NFL live
irni
26 41 27 24 True Lae

Tony Caw

Divorce News
Regis end MIN The Yaw (N)I
Teielub Sesame Street1 Boob- Barney Akers Roses i
Divorce
Shorted abler- ibiclielt wow Judge WebI Papas Court
Good Der Live X :
1Pst
PM
Gedgi- Under- Gelid Dennis Howe Debby
The Price is Right Younatbslisis
Regis mod Kelly
The Early Show (in SumoI
Good Morning America I
Lions Arthur Couch

Hap

Nep

Vidory For
Dragon Calm
Uhertys Paid
SportsCenterI

HIM* -Habil-

Mated (in Stereo) lint of Ogle

inspirtile Tod Your }Meyer Toni
brinks Barney Sesame Sees,l Lions iTolstub
Beim- Living 'nets Pedlars
Paid
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SportsCatterI SportsCentsr I SportsCenterI
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Niemen,PIP
Me

inspir

Rogers Reeding
Menne Spin

'

Spoiler:enter I

TLC

Bib* X
Coed Plus On Stereo)I
Cold Pizza (in Slera0 LAI')I
The Ufa
Rant* Restart- Resiart- Restart--Realart- Reidart- ReeRld Reeleda Z7 30 14 The Pretends,I Angel •Conedxin CharmedI
ER (In Stereo)I ER -First Snowfall' Judging Amy X
29 41 41
MailMaliSave- 14I-5I PeepI Todd- By
Clean Sweep 1 Wedding Sec
Baby

UFE
USA

30 52 31 31 RI lite
32 51 IS 5 Coach

AMC

34 58 29 ilikt;t3S Thee*Two119791JevissCasa 'PG'
11841 Mill TOMIeristc(1977)'PG' *zatOrarP40t0
35 35 44 27 Jackie Robinson TrTalte This Job... IT**This Job...I Tab This Job...I Thira Watch X.
Chy Confidential
36 53 36 2 Diamon Digimon Rangers 6-3rdRock-700 Club Speck"
Gilmore Girls IC RM Hee.

TNT

[Mg

Golden Unsolved Myst.

aortae Sib-

Nanny

Coach

The District I

Med Ad. Gob* Nanny Golden Nanny
Hoek eii ligt Me(1996:Ccensild Nash BridgesI

The Dead Zone I

FAM
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
NICK
37 22 24 1 Odd*. Neutron Migrate Sponge Dom
Blues- Me BE
Back- Dora
Blues- Spider Lazy**** You might need to revoHGTV
43 38 18
Rebecca Sob
TiPical Guilts Duvall Duval Roca Room House Crafters Drum Noma
lutionize your approach, or certainly bone up on facts and inforSPIKE
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Drop Specs9
AlecGyver 1
7 Days "The Cure" Deep Spice 9
Paid
Paid
mation. Detachment helps you
WM
52 321 13 Saved- SavedSralgr(1101.1111 Dernon's Creek X Dewson's Creek I Ed 'Losing Seesk
trie
zero in on what counts. Sharpen
TOON
65 32 50
Totally Cod*. Ed, Edd Mucha Looney Looney Weitalid1A Motgay
Scooby Torn & Jerry
your intellectual gifts and make
COURT 66 61
Paid
Paid
what you want a possibility.
Paid
Paid
Open Court
Trill Hest
Tonight: Do only what you find
BET
67 M
(5190) BET Morning inspiration
BET
BET Stert
1064 Park: Top 10 Live
relaxing.
CAM
70 34
)500) CUT Music
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
HBO
Ni 71 51 (5:45)liosie:'Pres A Cons" ILLtesto- 1 111ovia: *** 1Dribrine"(2302)PG-13. "Movie: int* llariers Rose 1X2
***** An associate or close
MAX
NS 7254 Movie: ** -sareet992)1:1643*X
friend serves as a muse.
Adam Sander's-Cary MighteTikoken Lawn Cluti Drive knew)Weillar
Consequently, you revise your
SNOW
lle 73 52 Movie One Swat libels:* -Mem;Gracer(IIRO%I' Lee &gloat?:Joriney Nome !Mode:'3 Atride MokMier
. 4
thinking and approach. Creativity
DISH
78 31 57
Koala
Wiggles Hkiigry JoJc
Wiggles Stanley Rolle !KW
i0L-Bros Wiggles I Koala
Felicity
surges, and flirtation peaks. If
FUX
11
M
Tarisd.Eal aniAle-PG111ovIr ** Timm'ataa"(1970)
you are single, someone zeroes
'The In Owe(1988) Falun*
in on you. Don't defer; rather,
NEI02
St
AN8f90 111001r iiiii Tab Met/Of [Woe* %Ow Emmen Young"(2032)IV Ilifesto- 1Aletre Rebid
4.
make your choice. Tonight:
ACHARTER,
11MURRAY
ELECTRIC,
C.
SIEDIACONI,
GALAXY
DSpice up your relationship.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
12:00 12:30
1:00
1 30
200 ' 230
300
3:30
4:00
600
1:30 1 5:00
5:30
16 32
*** Use a grounded approach.
111341•ABC Allay Clieldren I One Lielo Live Genera Hospital Judge J. Judge J. News News News ABC
News Fortune 4
You might find someone close or
VOL-ABC All My Clikken I Ons Ule lo Live General Hospital Urry Elder
Monist Wiliam News I ABC
NewsI Entera work associate singing a differISINABC News INews PassionsI
Days of our Lase Or,Phil
ent tune suddenly. This person
Oprah Winfrey IC Arm NBC
News
could be transforming right
ard-C8S Y & R Talk of the Town 1Boid
Guidng
Ught
I
As
F/orld
Tunis
News
'Edition
News
News
News
-1
before you. Be open rather than
NNW Days of our Lives PassionsI
Edition 1TBA
Or. Phil
bop- Melon- NewsI NBC
NewsI'Fortune
judgmental. Accept changes.
II38J4BC All My Children l One Lib to Uve General Weeks' Dr. Phil
Oprab Win**I News ABC
Mows Fortes I
Tonight: Snuggle in.
11APT-FIS Virtues Lions Reeding!Cyber- Shrinks!Wm Dragon !Clifford Maya !Post- Mhur Zoom I News-Lehrer
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** A discussion surrounds
KBSI•Fot Brown Brown The 700 Club I Paid
GirlMerryI
Fear Factor I
Malcolm King till Simp70s
new machinery or another
WCITV-UPIl Paid
Paid
Enterilisin
Staling
Over
I
MakIlitekBlind
liffind
Yes
RayYes
Sports '
option. You might have a natural
KFXS-CSS NewsI Bard
As Word Tunis Guiding LightI Ellen Show
Oprah Winfrey I News I News Newel Ray- '
resistance to this change.
Recognize and accept a shortcut
WGN
News(In Stereo) Rockford Rios
Megnuni,P.11 Home Videos
Cosby !Colby Home WIll
Will
Home 1
or a better approach. Don't let
INSP
Life Tod Inspir- Inedr- Sister- inspir- Mess Bed
Discov- SRN Top Ten
Chang- Hope Whey Cerullo
:
your naturally conservative side
MOWS Midi
Pre GED News Shrias Zoom I Poet Cyber- Maya
Clifford Dragon Math
Bud- News-Lehrer
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EIKA-11.8 Life 8 Sty*I
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ESP% NFL
!Super Super I** Sow NFL
1M 8 10 NR.
Horn
Inter- SportsCeneerI NBA Basketball t
**** You cannot help but risk
ESPN2 Billiards
Tennis: Austrakan Open -- Men's Semifinal. IC
JugJugBards
NFL
iBoxing
in whatever arena you find yourMTY
Made SYX Race" Male"BIAX Race" Albin [Newly- Come In Room TRLI
Sweet 1Sinet AsMas Abbe :
3
self. Risk is the name of the
,
TNT
game, but be careful just how far
Judging Amy I PK Blue IE
Lea & OrderI Law 8 OrderI Angel (In Stereo) CharmedI
Law & OrderII •
you go. Laugh, and others laugh,
C
Baler-Worse
Baby
Baby
Youn
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ME
American Justice Take This Job... Take This Job_ TIM Thb Job... Third Watch I Cy Confidential koraiJoke i
**** You know what you are
FAN
Finely
Family Step
Boy
Seep
Boy
Mlles Fillies Gbiore Girls IC 7th HeavenI
Snagsa
doing, but there is no guarantee
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BET Now
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COMICS/FEATURES

More on
home remedies

Daughter with her hand out lallogladt
gets it slapped by readers
10 years ago

DEAR DR. GOTT: I love 66, a female, on Lipitor for a
ur articles but I have some high cholesterol count. I have
ieservations about your home been suffering from diffuse
lemedies, and wonder if you muscle pain that my doctor
can answer cannot diagnose. What should
my
con- I do?
cerns:
DEAR READER: Stop the
1. How Lipitor immediately. All the
long do I "statin" drugs, of which Lipihave to take tor is one, have, as an unusuCerto and al but dangerous side effect,
grape juice muscle
inflammation.
If
to
see ignored, this condition may
ift results
for lead to significant kidney damarthritis?
age.
Dr. Gott
2. Can
If the Lipitor is the cause
Certo
be of your muscle pain, you should
By
Dr. Peter Gott taken with experience virtually complete
any other relief a few days after stopjnice? fl hate grape juice.)
ping the drug. If, on the other
3. Is there a time limit to hand, your symptom persists,
using castor oil on arthritic your family doctor will have
joints?
to test you for other disorders,
4. What is the time limit such as fibromyalgia, that can
on using Vicks for toenail fun- cause muscle pain and stiffgus?
ness.
5. I'm sorry to say the soap
To give you related infortherapy for leg cramps didn't mation, I am sending you a
work.
copy of my Health Report
DEAR READER:
"Understanding Cholesterol."
1. I don't know. Judging Other readers who would like
from my readers' responses. a copy should send a long.
the treatment should work in self-addressed, stamped enveless than a week.
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
2. Not to my knowledge, Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
but if you decide to experi- Be sure to mention the title.
ment let me know the results.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Does
3. Not to my knowledge, your "no flour, no sugar" diet
but - as you know by now permit the use of Splenda, a
- I rely on readers' assess- new non-caloric sweetener?
ments. So let me hear about
DEAR READER: Yes. You
your experiences.
may use Splenda or any of
:4. There is no true limit: the commercially available
uNe it until you are blue in sugar substitutes, including
the face. It took a year for aspartame and saccharine. In
the product to clear up my my experience, Splenda is an
trail fungus, but clear it up it appropriate non-caloric substid;id. Be patient.
tute that is completely free of
5. I. too, am sorry.
significant side effects or dan' As for most home remedies gers.
that do not seem to work, I
have to remind you that more
etablished treatments are
If readers would like to
sometimes ineffective as well. contact Dr. Gott, they may
I:don't have a reason for this, write him through your newsexcept to point out that noth- paper or send their mail
Mg in life is 100 percent per- directly to Dr. Gott do Unitfect.
ed Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
: DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 4th ft, New York, NY 10016.

DEAR ABBY: Thank you
for printing the letter from
"Confused in
California,"
whose daughter, "Victoria," and
her boyfriend, "Albert," expect
her to pay
for
the
daughter's
rent
and
expenses
while
she
lives with
him.
I had a
delightful
Dear Abby morning
imagining
what would
By Abigail
happen
if
Van Buren
one of my
daughters suggested I should
pay her boyfriend for her room
and board - two years retroactive, no less! I fell on the
floor laughing and hooting! - NO CONFUSION HERE IN
CANADA
DEAR NO CONFUSION:
You're not the only person who
was appalled at the suggestion. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Surely two
years of sexual favors should
be worth at least $8,000 on
the open market - to say nothing of the going rates for two
years of cooking, cleaning,
laundry, shopping, etc. "Confused in California" should be
submitting an even larger bill
to "Albert" for everything he
has received from "Victoria"
during the past two years. -REALISTIC IN EUGENE,
ORE.
DEAR REALISTIC: It
hadn't occurred to me to advise
the mother to reverse the
charges.
DEAR ABBY: I suspect
that "Albert" is getting ready
to dump "Victoria." When he
was in love with her, he provided for her. Now he wants
to be paid for the past "burden" because he's not in love
with her anymore. I'd put
money on odds that he's look
ing for a wife outside that
relationship. -- ANNIE IN
PASCO, WASH.
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DEAR ANNIE: You could
be right..
DEAR ABBY: My mother
and I had an agreement when
I turned IS. Even though I
was legally an adult, as long
as I lived on her dime, I would
abide by her rules.
From the time I was 18 to
the time I was 20, I paid my
parents rent -- even though I
was a full-time student. When
I moved into my own apartment, I paid the bills. I was
made aware that if you believe
you're adult enough to make
decisions your parents don't
agree with, you had better be
adult enough to pay your own
way. Being a parent means
that you love your child unconditionally. It does not mean
that you have to open your
checkbook unconditionally, too.
As a now 30-year-old
woman,I am thankful my mother taught me that if you want
to live life your own way, you
can't do it from someone else's
pocket. She and I have a relationship that most of my friends
envy. She treats me as an adult
and respects my decisions, even
when she doesn't necessarily
agree, because I don't ask her
to pay for them. She tells me
often that she's proud of me
for being adult enough to take
responsibility for my own life,
and for my decisions. I'm proud
of her for teaching me to do
that.
I'm glad you told "Confused"
to stick with her convictions.
The sooner her daughter and
her daughter's "fiance" understand that it is not Mom's job
to support her, the sooner both
of them may grow up and
start behaving like the adults
they purport themselves to be.
-- GRATEFUL DAUGHTER
IN INDIANA
DEAR
GRATEFUL
DAUGHTER: I agree.

:WE-REEVE Dove'woo?

Wishful Thinking on Defense
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•.1 962
'IRAQ! 105
•104
•8 3
WEST
EAST
•7 5
•4
82
•K 76 3
•AICQ9 82
•7 5 3
+K 7 4
46Q 106 5 2
SOUTH
•A K Q 1083
94
•J 6
•A I 9
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
2•
I4
2V
Pass
34
Pass
44
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.

alas, the club shift came too late.
Declarer rose with the ace, disposed
of his club losers on dummy's hearts
and easily made the contract. But if
West had ied w club at trick three.,
South would have gone down one,
losing a heart, two diamonds and a
club.
The primary principle of good
defense is to assume declarer has a
holding that allows the contract to be
defeated. For West to assume that
South has the A-Q of clubs violates
this principle, since that holding
would render the contract unbeatable. To defend on this basis is thus
equivalent to conceding the contract.
Instead, West should proceed on
the assumption that East has the club
queen and either a heart or spade
trick. This is certainly a realistic possibility and should be exploited by
leading a club.
Some defensive plays that look
If it turns out that South has the
dangerous are not nearly as dangerA-Q, no harm has been done, since
ous as they seem. For example. con- declarer would eventually be able to
sider this deal where West cashed
discard his club losers on dummy's
two diamonds and was faced with
hearts, even if East has the heart
the problem of what to do next. king.
Afraid to lead a club from the king
Since West cannot lose a trick b).
because declarer might have the A- leading a club at tnck three, and
Q, West shifted to a trump.
might gain one if partner happens to
South won, played another tromp
hold the ace or queen, he should shift
and tried the heart finesse. Fast took
to a club as his hest hope of defeating
his king and returned a club, but. the contract.
Tomorrow: The numbers game.
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School Lakers won 51-42 over
Murray High School Tigers in
a basketball game at Murray
State University Sports Arena.
High scorers were James Wells
for Lakers and Raymond Sims
for Tigers.
40 years ago
An average of $38.70 per
hundred weight was reported
yesterday on the sale of Type
23 dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market.
Murray High School Tigers
won 56-48 over Mayfield Cardinals in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Carl
Roberts for Murray and Bobby
Bennett for Mayfield.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Watson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Thorn and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Howard.
50 years ago
Winners of the essay contest for all high schools by
the Soil Conservation Service
were Betsy Howton. Murray
High,first; Jean Moubray, Murray Training. second: Betty Sue
Armstrong, Lynn Grove High.
third; James Hugh Stuart, Hazel
High, fourth; Hilda Wyatt, New
Concord High, fifth.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Crumbier and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Broach.
Murray High School Tigers
won 61-58 over Mayfield Cardinals in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Dale
Alexander for Murray and
Ralph Hanna for Mayfield.

Todayintlistory
By The Associated Press
Today iS Thursday. Jan. 27.
the 27th day of 2005. There
are 338 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 27, 1945, Soviet
troops liberated the Nazi concentration camps Auschwitz
and Birkenau in Poland.
On this date:
In 1756,composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart was born in
Salzburg, Austria.
In 1880, Thomas Edison
received a patent for his electric incandescent lamp.
In 1901. opera composer
Giuseppe Verdi died in Milan.
Italy, at age 87.
In 1943. some 50 bombers
struck Wilhelmshaven in the
first all-American air raid
against Germany in World War
In 1944. the Soviet Union
announced the end of the deadly German siege of Leningrad.
which had lasted for more than
two years.
In 1951, an era of atomic
testing in the Nevada desert
began as an Air Force plane
dropped a one-kiloton bomb
on Frenchman Flats.
In 1967, astronauts Virgil
1. "Gus" Grissom, Edward H.
White and Roger B. Chaffee
died in a flash fire during a
test aboard their Apollo 1 spacecraft at Cape Kennedy, Ha.

Crosswords

A SEAT) .1,

ait1

Dr. Christopher Browning
spoke yesterday before a crowd
of abut 150 Murray State University students and faculty
and members of the community regarding his book, -Ordinary Men Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland." His book was
the source of the theme for a
year-long series on "Holocaust"
at MSU.
Murray High School Tigers
won 60-49 over Heath in a
basketball game at Heath. James
Foster hit for 33 points for
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie T. Young
will be married 67 years on
Jan. 28.
20 years ago
Vickie
Edwards
was
crowned as the 1985 Calloway
County High School Basketball Queen at the basketball
game with the Calloway Lakers winning 63-51 over Ballard Memorial Bombers. Mark
Waldrop was high scorer for
Calloway. Attendants to the
queen were Michelle Marine,
Kim Thompson,Terri Malcolm,
Amberly Moss and Lori
Roberts.
Births reported include a
girl to Joan and Derril King
and a boy to Pamela and Glyn
Young, Jan. 18; a girl to Karen
and Martin Mozingo, Jan. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Vance will
be married 50 years Jan. 31.
30 years ago
For some war veterans living in Calloway County. the
federal government announced
they will receive approximately $34,000 in months ahead
as their share of a $335.6 million melon being cut by the
government. The money represents the dividends that have
fallen due them under their GI
insurance policies.
Calloway County High

ContractBridge
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BUT 1 6UESS ANIMALS NAVE
R160T5,TOO, DON'T TREY?

1 Shower, maybe
5 Room and
board
9 Channel-surf
12 On vacation
13 Mad emperor
14 Buckeye
campus
15 Succulent
16 Pod veggie
17 Poet's
contraction
18 Midwest si
20 Chavez or
Franck
22 In the future
25 Diamond Head
site
27 Poker stakes
28 Calendar divs
29 Watermelon
part
33 Sense organ
34 Disdainful snort
35 Soap purchase
36 Bong to bay
38 Affirmative

•

39 Roman
historian
40 Jewels
42 Packing crates
43 Rain hard
46 Footed vase
47 Gas-station
freebie
48 Low beams
51 Bivouac
55 Letterhead
abbr
56 Promissory
notes
57 Charles Lamb
58 - ceremony
59 MIT grad
60 Where Anna
taught
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sheep sound
Leather punch
Cosmic force
Scavengers
Drawer part
Cartoon mice
- and Meek

Answer to Previous Puzzle

=MO 031130 ARM
LIMB OMEN WIM
001112 UMOOMMIM
OMOUUMM MO
MOM UMORIM0
MOW= WtWAOMM
MOO ItIMO MUM
MUM MOM MMOMO
OMMIJOU MOO
DIES
GIO
MIZIMMOMOO MEI
WM MUM OWMM
EIMM MEM HMO
1-27 tz 2005 United Feature Syndicate Inc
7 Do the wrong
thing
8 Fish without
a license
9 Where seals
are ted

MMIIM MIA MOM
MEM MOM dii
ME= MINI ME
EMI AMU=
dad= did=
MIMI AIM MEM
MOM ME ME
MEd AMM di=
dB= MOM
dad= d1111
MEM AMU &Add
dii AMOM MINIM
AIM AMR AM=

10 Clueless
11 Feline sound
19 TV host
- Suikvan
21 KW
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22 Foster a felon
6 mis. 23 Listen
24 To be. in Pans
25 Approves
26 'Ott the Court'
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author
Subscription
28 Pow!
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30 Wading bird
31 Pew locale
6 mo......-.......$8&00
32 Teetotalers
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-4136.00
37 Sett-image
39 Knights' weapons
Check
Money Order
41 Murphy or
Visa
M/C
Rabbitt
42 Acct entry
I Name__
43 - accompli
44 Finish a *bet I St. Address
45 Porpoise ldn
'City
46 Gorbachev's
State
domain
Zip
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Daytime Ph.
50 Make faces
52 -The Greatest" I
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Tsunami's long-term toll on
Save the Children
children still being calculated

1

1

RATHGAMA, Sri Lanka
(AP) — Laughter rings out as
hundreds of children in uniform
spill across the dirt schoolyard
in southern Sri Lanka for the
midday break. Yet, just a few
miles up the road is a painful
reminder of their desperate circumstances — their flattened
homes.
On Indonesia's Sumatra
island, which saw the worst
damage in the tsunami disaster a
month ago, aid workers are taking photographs of children
found on their own, hoping that
may help reunite at least some
with relatives.
Around the Indian Ocean,
countries hit hard by last
month's tsunami are struggling
with how best to care for the
tens of thousands of children left
without homes, without schools
and — in thousands of tragic
cases — without parents.
The tsunami's toll on the
younger generation is staggering: They account for about a
third of all deaths — a toll
across 11 countries estimated at
between 157,000 and 220,000.
Among children who survived, the new realities include
shock, hunger, homelessness,
fear and loneliness.
-Thousands and thousands of
children have watched their
homes destroyed, and lost one or
more parents," said Geoffrey
Keele, UNICEF spokesman.
"These things will take a toll on
the mental and physical wellbeing of a child."
Aid workers say orphans who
have moved in with other relatives are adjusting but those
forced to live with strangers in
crowded refugee camps are
showing signs of extreme stress
— violent outbursts or numb
silence.
Young children are confused
by their parents' absence and are
prone to crying and clinging,
said Amanda Melville, a
UNICEF child protection officer
in the devastated Indonesian city
of Banda Aceh.
-The older children understand death, but they may feel
guilty they are alive and their
parents are dead, or they may be
angry that they have been left
alone." she said.

Eleen-year-old lkbal is typical of orphans in Indonesia's
refugee camps. He lost his parents and two siblings.
On the surface, he appeared
normal as he biked around the
camp or joked with volunteers.
But when the conversation
turned to the Muslim holiday of
the Feast of the Sacrifice on
Friday, his smile vanished and
he looked away.
"I was always with my mom
and dad. Now, I'll have to celebrate in the camp.... I have nothing," he said.
Aid groups say one of the
first steps in helping children is
providing some semblance of
normalcy. For many youngsters,
that means school — whether it
be in a proper schoolhouse or on
a dirt floor and blackboard in a
camp.
UNICEF has set up nearly
900 temporary schools in tents
across Sumatra's Aceh province
and is working with Indonesia's
government to provide classrooms for as many as 450,000
students by Feb. 1. The tsunami
destroyed about 1,000 schools
and killed 1,300 teachers in the
province.
In Sri Lanka, where some
160 schools were damaged or
destroyed, teachers at the
Devapathiraja College secondary school have rushed to
resume classes despite having
lost most textbooks and supplies
to the surging sea.
"We are not here to teach
right now. We are here to listen
and help the students," said vice
principal
W.N.R.P.
Gnanawathie. -They can come
to school and see their friends
and feel safe."
Only half the 2,000 registered students have showed up
since classes resumed Jan. 10.
Administrators speculate many
of those absent were killed and
the others went to relatives elsewhere.
UNICEF and Save the
Children are among several
groups involved in providing
counseling training to school
workers and shaping curriculum
to address children's trauma.
In Sri Lanka's port of Galle,
15-year-old Dinesh Kumar still
wakes up crying and shouting in

AP Photo

Mustafa Kemal, left, bursts
into tears as he is reunited
with his daughter, Rina
Augustina, 5. after being
separated for nearly a
month, Monday in Banda
Aceh, Indonesia. Rina was
cared for by a family she
didn't know after the Dec.
26 tsunami separated her
from her two sisters as
they were swept away outside their house. Her mother remains missing.
the middle of the night, though
he seldom remembers his
dreams. His mother and baby
sister died in the waves that left
his home a pile of stone and
brick.
He is calm in recounting his
personal tragedy but gets emotional about one thing: "I hate
the sea. I hate the sea."
In the ravaged town of
Nagappattinam in southern
India, 9-year-old Madi, whose
fisherman father was killed, didn't go back to her school when it
reopened last week.
"It's close to the sea. The sea
killed my father," she said.
"Whenever I think of my school,
I think of the tsunami, I relive
the horror."
Officials are hopeful of
reuniting families, such as the
recent case in Indonesia in
which a couple found their 7year-old daughter after nearly a
month.

OBESITY CAN CAUSE
diabetes, heart disease,
high blood pressure,
sleep disorders, and other
life-threatening conditions.

Ledger & Times photo

Robin Brown's Murray Elementary School P3 class is shown with a check for
$1,765.62 that will be sent to Save the Children in regards to the deadly tsunami disaster. The entire school helped raise the funds. Shown with Brown, left, and Ms
class are MES Principal Janet Caldwell, second row at right, and assistant principal Lou Carter.

Gunman shoots Ohio auto workers, self
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — A
recently disciplined auto worker
burst into a Jeep production
plant with a shotgun, ordered an
employee to lure over three
workers and then opened fire,
killing a supervisor and wounding two others. He then fatally
shot himself in the head.
The shootings at the Jeep
Liberty Plant began about 8:45
p.m. Wednesday when the gunman leveled the shotgun he had
hidden under his coat at a
woman and told her he was there
to shoot three people, police
Chief Mike Navarre said.
"He gave her three names.
He told her who he wanted and
who he was going to shoot,"
Navarre said.
The woman, who was not
harmed, got on a radio and
called one of the men. A super-

visor walked into the office, and said he had strapped a stuffed
the gunman shot him. The animal to the back of his neck.
supervisor later died.
Dispatchers received 15 to 20
The woman then ran out of calls from people inside the autc
the office and warned co-work- plant after the shooting, and
ers over the radio, Navarre said. employees were running out ot
The police chief said he did not the building when authorities
know if the two other victims arrived. Officers were chasing
didn't hear the women's plea on the employees, not knowing
the radio or if they were already who the shooter was, and not
in the office.
realizing he was already dead.
Police identified the gunman
"It was pretty chaotic for a
as Myles Meyers, 54,of Toledo. good 20 to 25 minutes," Navarre
By the time police arrived, said.
Meyers had killed himself. The
Mary Beth Halprin, a spokes.
conditions of the injured work- woman for Chrysler Group. a
ers — one of whom was also a division of Jeep's parent compasupervisor — were not released. ny
DaimlerChrysler, saki
The bomb squad was called Meyers was disciplined recently
when police noticed wires com- for a minor infraction, but dill
ing out from under Meyers' not have details.
coat, apparently from a homeNo one answered the door al
made wire sling he had used to Meyers' house, which is about
conceal the weapon. Police also four miles from the plant.
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Toyota Tundra
Double Cab
Stock #TT5316

When you beat the disease ofobesity, you'we likely to reduce
or eliminate other health problems as well. That's one ofthe
advantages ofsurgical intervention for weight loss.

NOW YOU CAN
OVERCOME OBESITY
FOR LIFE!
If you, or someone you know is more than
100 pounds overweight, you'll want to
learn about today's surgical solution to
obesity that is endorsed by all leading
medical authorities. Directed by an
experienced Board-certified surgeon, our

comprehensive bariatric surgery program may be
your solution for significant and lasting weight loss.

Don't let obesity rob
you of your health.
-Metamorphosis" Support Group
meets the first Tuesday of every
month at 7 PM in the Borders
Community Center at Lourdes.
Open to all surgical *eight loss
patients, their families, and persons
interested in surgical weight loss.

With Toyota Financial Services approved financing.
Donna lost 150 pounds in 12 months
and has kept it off for 3 years. She says
she is now "living her dream."

FREE BARIATRIC SEMINAR at Lourdes
Thursday, January 27 -- 7 PM
Location: Borders Community Center
Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion
Dr. %les ‘rgotte 'sill discuss gastric by pass .urgival procedure,.
risk., benefit.. litest le requirements and %s ill an.oer que.tion.
. ;ii ,:f I. Pt.
.'it

Further Information on the program
available at 270-444-2334.

The Math:
36 Months 15,000 Miles Per Year Lease
Selling Price $26,591.00
Due at Signing $292.22, Includes $64.50 Doc Fee
Purchase Option $19,955.49.
'Disclaimer Sales taxes & kense additional $ 2Ormie dares over
15,030 air yea. Tin Iowa morithapsynanIs priallaivar this lease
program will result in higher purchase °plod Mei wet of

debit l*Par delkirky. wanly Oval is waked.

PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420E. Wood St.
Parts, TN
(731)642-3900

1-800-325-3729
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